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Tallahassee-Leon County Civic Center
The Florida State University is one of the 11 universities of the State University System of Florida. It was established as the Seminary West of the Suwanee River by act of the Florida Legislature in 1851 and first offered instruction at the postsecondary level in 1857. January 24, 2001, was not only the 150th anniversary of the founding of The Florida State University but was also the sesquicentennial of the establishment of public higher education for the State of Florida, and the University held a year-long Sesquicentennial Celebration during the year 2001. Francis Eppes, grandson of President Thomas Jefferson, was a civic leader and Intendant (Mayor) of Tallahassee who worked diligently to locate the Seminary in Tallahassee. Eppes' formative years were spent on his grandfather's estate in Virginia, and he brought many of Mr. Jefferson's views of the importance of public education in the liberal arts to the Seminary's Board of Education, of which he was a member for eleven years, including eight as its President. In 1858, the institution first became co-educational with the admission of women students when it absorbed the Tallahassee Female Academy. Its Tallahassee campus has been the site of an institution of higher education longer than any other site in the state. The first liberal arts college in the state, it was renamed the Florida State College in 1901. In 1905, the Buckman Act reorganized higher education in the state, moving the male student body to the newly established University of Florida in Gainesville and designating the Tallahassee school as the Florida Female College. It was renamed Florida State College for Women in 1909. In 1947, the school returned to co-educational status, and the name was changed to The Florida State University. A comprehensive graduate research university, it has grown from an enrollment of 2,583 in 1946 to 41,180 in the Fall semester 2012.

The main campus of the University is located in Tallahassee, the state's capital. Florida State University also offers degree programs in Panama City, Sarasota, and the Republic of Panama; instructional programs in London, Florence, and Valencia; and research, development, and/or service programs in Costa Rica, Croatia, and Italy.

The University has operated international study centers in Panama City, Republic of Panama since 1957; in Florence, Italy since 1966; in London, England since 1971; and in Valencia, Spain since 2000. At each of these locations, courses are offered during the Fall, Spring, and Summer semesters. In addition to FSU students, the centers are open to students from other U.S. institutions and throughout the world.

In addition to the Study Centers, International Programs offers programs in many other locations. These sites vary from year to year, but generally include programs in Australia, China, Costa Rica, Croatia, Czech Republic, Ecuador, France, Ireland, Japan, Russia, and Switzerland. These locations host a variety of study abroad opportunities ranging from broad curriculum offerings to faculty-led programs focusing on a particular area or major.

The Center for Professional Development develops and deploys web-based credit and non-credit courses for degree and non-degree seeking students. It also provides continuing education and other outreach activities locally, statewide, nationally, and internationally on behalf of The Florida State University. All of the center's activities and programs support its mission to extend the resources of The Florida State University to promote lifelong learning.

The University employs 1,779 full-time faculty and more than 4,000 administrative, professional and support employees. There are 17 colleges currently offering 324 undergraduate and graduate degrees, including the Juris Doctor in Law, the Doctor of Medicine and 77 doctoral degrees.
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ORDER OF THE CONFERRAL OF DEGREES

The order in which the academic degrees are conferred has been established by tradition. Beginning with the newest college in the University, the degrees are conferred in succession, proceeding toward the oldest college. Therefore, at The Florida State University, The Graduate School is first and the College of Arts and Sciences is last in the conferral of academic degrees.

- College of Applied Studies*
- The Graduate School
- College of Medicine**
- College of Motion Picture Arts
- FAMU - FSU College of Engineering
- College of Visual Arts, Theatre & Dance
- College of Communication & Information
- College of Social Sciences & Public Policy
- College of Law**
- College of Nursing
- College of Business
- College of Criminology & Criminal Justice
- College of Social Work
- College of Music
- College of Human Sciences
- College of Education
- College of Arts & Sciences

*Panama City Campus
**Separate graduation ceremonies

ACADEMIC REGALIA

PATTERNED from medieval university customs, today's academic regalia reflect the status, scholastic achievement and study discipline of the wearer. Colors are associated with different disciplines as seen in the trimmings of doctoral gowns and the edging of their hoods and in the tassels of caps worn by undergraduate candidates.

The rainbow of colors evident at FSU is traditional including white for the arts and humanities, brown for the fine arts, golden yellow for science, light blue for education, pink for music, citron for social work, drab for business, purple for law, apricot for nursing, maroon for human sciences and green for medicine.

Distinctions between gowns and hoods indicate the type of degree held by the wearer.

A gown worn fastened at the top and featuring long pointed sleeves is worn by those holding a bachelor's degree. The master's gown, which is worn open, has long chiseled sleeves with a slit near the upper part of the arm. The doctoral gown, also worn open, is faced with a broad strip of velvet and has crossbars of velvet on each sleeve. The bars may be of black velvet or of colored velvet indicative of the degree's discipline and agreeing with the edging of the hood.

Hoods are worn by those holding graduate degrees. The doctoral hood is longer and more elaborate than the master's hood. At FSU, the lining of the hood is garnet and gold representing the University's colors. However, a faculty member who holds a degree from another college or university wears the colors of his or her alma mater. The distinction should be made that the edging of the hood is in colors representing the wearer's discipline, but the lining of the hood is in colors representing the wearer's alma mater.

The colored tassel on the cap of an undergraduate candidate indicates the candidate's degree. Graduate candidates for degrees usually wear black tassels, although the doctoral cap may have its tassel of gold thread. At the time the bachelor's degree is conferred, the tassel is changed from the right to the left. Thereafter, it remains on the left side of the cap.

The governing force behind all of this tradition and the continuity of academic symbols dates from the Middle Ages. Officialdom dictates that the tradition should be departed from as sparingly as possible, not only to preserve the symbolism of pattern and color, but for utility as well.

Students wearing cords today are graduating with a degree of distinction. This distinction is based on all college work attempted and is awarded to undergraduates only. Students must have a 3.5 grade point average to graduate "Cum Laude" (gold cord), a 3.7 grade point average for "Magna Cum Laude" (garnet cord) and a 3.9 grade point average for "Summa Cum Laude" (garnet and gold cord).
COMMENCEMENT
MARCHALS AND SUBCOMMITTEES

HEAD MARCHALS

Greg Beaumont
Perry Crowell
Susan Fiorito
Robin Leach
Tim Matherly
Rochelle Marrinan
Dennis Slice
Mark Zeigler

MASTER/SPECIALIST MARCHALS

Bruce Janasiewicz
Adrienne Otto Frame
Barbara Robinson

DOCTORAL MARCHALS

Laura Osteen
William Woodyard

COLLEGE MARCHALS

Doris Abood
George Boggs
Nan Cuchens
Rochelle Greenberg
Jolynn Greenhalgh
Mark Isaac
Iris Junglas
Tessuo Keboyashi
Eundeok Kim
Gary Kleck
Xinwen Liu
Trevor Luke
Ian MacDonald
Dan Maier-Katkin
Rick McCullough
Debbie Peterson
Darren Prum
Daryl Rogers
Stacey Rutledge
Hannah Stolze
Kamal Tawfiq
Lauren Weingarden

CONVOCATIONS EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE: Kimberly Barber, Greg Beaumont, Mary Coburn, Karen Laughlin, Tim Matherly, Sally McRorie, Dianne Skinner
FRIDAY EVENING

Procesional
Pomp and Circumstance

Sir Edward Elgar
Florida State University
College of Music Brass Choir
Mr. Shaun Popp, Conductor

(Those who are able are requested to rise when the Procession enters and to remain standing through the Seminole Tribe of Florida Color Guard, the Pledge of Allegiance and the National Anthem led by Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia)

Welcome and Comments
President Barron

Welcome
Mr. Rueben Stokes
Student Body President

Commencement Address
Dr. Nar S. (Naresh) Dalal
2012-2013 Robert O. Lawton Distinguished Professor

Conferring of Academic Degrees
President Barron

Recessional
Hymn to the Garnet and Gold

J. Dayton Smith
Arranged by: Charles Carter
Mr. Popp, Conductor

(Those who are able are requested to stand for the Recession)
COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES

UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE DEGREES
Eric J. Barron, Presiding

SATURDAY MORNING

Processional
Pomp and Circumstance

Sir Edward Elgar
Florida State University
College of Music Brass Choir
Mr. Shaun Popp, Conductor

(Those who are able are requested to rise when the Procession enters and to remain standing through the Seminole Tribe of Florida Color Guard, the Pledge of Allegiance and the National Anthem led by Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia)

Welcome and Comments
President Barron

Welcome
Mr. Rueben Stokes
Student Body President

Conferring of the Honorary Degree
by The Florida State University

Doctor of Humane Letters — Judith A. Dunlap

Commencement Address
Dr. Judith A. Dunlap
Philanthropist and Humanitarian

Conferring of Academic Degrees
President Barron

Recessional
Hymn to the Garnet and Gold

J. Dayton Smith
Arranged by: Charles Carter
Mr. Popp, Conductor

(Those who are able are requested to stand for the Recession)
THE MACE
With origins in the Middle Ages, the mace is an ornamental staff that symbolizes the authority of the university president.

The Florida State University mace, created from native black walnut and gold-plated silver, was designed by Ivan Johnson, FSU Professor of Art. The woodwork is the effort of James C. Smith, 1992-93 Lawton Distinguished Professor of Psychology, and the metalwork the product of FSU alumnus Donald Vodicka.

The university marshal bears the mace before the president as the academic procession enters and retires from academic convocations.

THE MEDALLION
The medallion, which hangs on a heavy chain and bears the university Seal, was first presented to then FSU President Bernard Sliger by the Alumni Association at the revived Fall Convocation in 1988. Eric Barron is the fifth president to wear the brass medallion as a symbol of the office at formal academic functions. The Alumni Association has also presented all living former presidents with this badge of honor.

THE BANNER
The Banner is the highest ranking of the armorial ensigns, types of flag with heraldic significance, dating from medieval times. A knight who had displayed particularly valorous conduct became known as a Knight Banneret and was permitted to display his coat of arms on a square flag or banner carried on his lance. The Banner marked the carrier’s position in battle, in a ceremony, or at a tournament.

Like the Mace, the Banner is one of the medieval heraldic devices adopted by the faculties of universities in Scotland in the 1400s to embellish academic ceremonies. Today we use them to identify the colleges participating in formal academic convocations.

ACADEMIC DEANS
College of Applied Studies                   Dr. Ken Shaw
The Graduate School                         Dr. Nancy Marcus
College of Medicine                         Dr. John P. Fogarty
College of Motion Picture Arts              Mr. Frank M. Patterson III
FAMU-FSU College of Engineering              Dr. Yaw Yeboah
College of Visual Arts, Theatre & Dance     Dr. T. Lynn Hogan
                                            Interim Dean
College of Communication & Information      Dr. Lawrence C. Dennis
College of Social Sciences & Public Policy   Dr. David W. Rasmussen
College of Law                               Dr. Donald J. Weidner
College of Nursing                          Dr. Dianne Speake
                                            Interim Dean
College of Business                         Dr. Caryn L. Beck-Dudley
College of Criminology & Criminal Justice   Dr. Thomas G. Blomberg
College of Social Work                       Dr. Nicholas Mazza
College of Music                             Dr. Don Gibson
College of Human Sciences                    Dr. Billie Collier
College of Education                        Dr. Marcy P. Driscoll
College of Arts & Sciences                   Dr. Sam Huckaba
Dean of Undergraduate Studies                Dr. Karen L. Laughlin

ADMINISTRATIVE DEANS
Dean of Students                             Dr. Jeanine Ward-Roof
Dean of the University Libraries              Dr. Julia Zimmerman
COLLEGE OF APPLIED STUDIES
Bachelor of Science
With Major In
Matthew David Maikowski II - Law Enforcement Operations

COLLEGE OF MOTION PICTURE ARTS
Bachelor of Fine Arts
With Major In
Katherine Elizabeth Aldworth (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) - Motion Picture Arts - Production
Cameron Wells Bertron - Motion Picture Arts - Production
Myranda N. Byrne - Motion Picture Arts - Production
Christina Nicole Campagnola - Motion Picture Arts - Production
Ryan T. Cook - Motion Picture Arts - Production
Johnathan James Greenaway - Motion Picture Arts - Production
Joseph Michael Hackman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) - Motion Picture Arts - Production
Courtney H. Harmstone (CUM LAUDE) - Motion Picture Arts - Production
Zachary Joel Johnson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) - Motion Picture Arts - Production
Jennifer Rose Ligler (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) - Motion Picture Arts - Production
Haley Nichole Manrique (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) - Motion Picture Arts - Production
Andie M. McMahon (CUM LAUDE) - Motion Picture Arts - Production
Idan Menin (CUM LAUDE) - Motion Picture Arts - Production
Aaron T. Pagniano (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) - Motion Picture Arts - Production
Matthew Michael Pasker - Motion Picture Arts - Production
Alexandrea L. Payne (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) - Motion Picture Arts - Production

FAMU–FSU COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
Bachelor of Science
With Major In
John Andrew Behrens - Civil Engineering
Austin T. Black - Civil Engineering
Timothy W. Boschmans - Civil Engineering
Nicholas Oran Botts (CUM LAUDE) - Civil Engineering
Kevin M. Brandewie - Civil Engineering
Christian Mark Camacho - Civil Engineering
Stephan Richard Clarke - Civil Engineering
Anthony Michael DePonto - Civil Engineering
Ryan Daniel Doczy (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) - Civil Engineering
Jessica J. Glenn (CUM LAUDE) - Civil Engineering
Lee James Gordon (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) - Civil Engineering
Jordan D. Greenawalt - Civil Engineering
John Charles Hagan IV - Civil Engineering
Tyler James Holes - Mechanical Engineering
Chase Jerome Hubbard - Electrical Engineering
Chase Jerome Hubbard - Computer Engineering
Jared Maddison Huhn - Civil Engineering
James Matthew Jacobs - Civil Engineering
Shereen Bano Jamil - Civil Engineering
Adam William Kerr - Electrical Engineering
Jaime J. Levy - Civil Engineering and Civil Engineering/Environmental
Rachel Victoria Lowell - Chemical Engineering
Ludger Marsan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) - Civil Engineering
Benjamin Kenneth Miller - Civil Engineering
Zachary Keith Miller - Chemical Engineering
Daryl Phillip Montooth - Mechanical Engineering
John Benjamin Morden - Civil Engineering
Ryan J. Morse - Civil Engineering
Bryan Paul Nadeau - Civil Engineering
Jong S. Park - Civil Engineering
Shan Bharat Patel - Civil Engineering
Mahdi Mehdi Salavani - Industrial Engineering
Erin Nicole Schnitzler - Civil Engineering
Nicolette E. Stark - Civil Engineering
Nicholas Nance Tomlinson - Civil Engineering
Michael Tugwell - Civil Engineering
Douglas Rubin Whitfield - Civil Engineering
Maxwell Isaac Zimmerman - Chemical Engineering

Master of Engineering
With Major In
James Levi Sciara - Civil Engineering
Angela Therese Serpico - Civil Engineering
Kirkland Frank Swanner - Civil Engineering

Master of Science
With Major In
Robert James Barnes - Civil Engineering
Michael J. Coleman - Mechanical Engineering
Michael A. Collins - Mechanical Engineering
Adam Michael Conrad - Civil Engineering
Mark Andrew Hagen - Electrical Engineering
Matthew Lee Hendrix - Civil Engineering
Garrett Michael McCabe - Electrical Engineering
Cameron Ross Morris - Civil Engineering
Abhishek Mukherjee - Electrical Engineering
Yu Qiao - Civil Engineering
Michael Anthony Santos - Mechanical Engineering
Troy Lenard Sneed, Jr. - Civil Engineering
Joshua Turley - Civil Engineering
John James Walsh - Biomedical Engineering
Charles A. Young - Industrial Engineering
Alison Summer Raines (CUM LAUDE) - Interior Design
Caitlin A. Robertson - Interior Design
Rachel A. Thomson - Interior Design
Laura Courtney Tripp - Interior Design
Stephanie Yoo (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) - Interior Design

Master of Arts
With Major In

Tabytha Camille Bates - Dance
IdaKate Coldington - Dance
GaYeon Lee - Arts Administration
K. Alison Schaeffler-Murphy - Art History

Master of Fine Arts
With Major In

Eduardo Carriazo - Studio Art
Loren Ann Davidson - Dance
Lindsay K. Dixon - Interior Design
Elizabeth K. Saluke - Dance
Lauren Ree Slone - Dance
Trent Dwight Williams, Jr. - Dance

Master of Science
With Major In

Brittany Leigh Dean - Art Education
Judson Willoughby Faircloth - Interior Design
Brittany Marie Fike - Art Education
Allison Meade Pineau - Art Therapy
Michael Byron Ivan Sperow - Art Education

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In

Oksun Lee - Art Education
B.E., Inchon University of Education
M.E., Korea National University of Education
Major Professor: Dr. Tom Anderson

*Art Educators Crossing Borders: The Cross Cultural Experiences of Asian Art Education Faculty in U.S. Higher Education"

Ji Hyun O - Art Education
B.M., Sookmyung Women's University
M.M., Sookmyung Women's University
Major Professor: Dr. Pat Villeneuve

"Understanding and Assessing Functional Motivations to Episodic Volunteers in Arts Organizations"

Aaron C. Thomas - Theatre
B.A., California State Polytechnic University
M.A., The Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Mary Karen Dahl

*Enter the Man*

COLLEGE OF COMMUNICATION & INFORMATION
Bachelor of Arts
With Major In

Ronald Josue Blanco (CUM LAUDE) - Media Production
Samantha Castellanos - Media/Communication Studies
Carly Yvonne DeFina - Media/Communication Studies
Janice Eusebio - Media/Communication Studies
Briana Nicole Frazier - Media/Communication Studies
Erica A. Goodwin - Professional Communication
Emily K. Hall (CUM LAUDE) - Advertising and Marketing
Amy Amor Kazmierski (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) - Advertising and Studio Art
Emily Beatrice Kidd (CUM LAUDE) - Media/Communication Studies
Maria Alessandra Marno (CUM LAUDE) - Advertising and Psychology
Katherine Rose Martinez - Media Production
Alicia M. McCredle - Media/Communication Studies
Meredith Rachel Piatulka - Media/Communication Studies
Lillian Danne Quimby - Advertising and Chinese Language and Culture
Elissa M. Roselli - Media/Communication Studies
Bianca M. Salvaggio (CUM LAUDE) - Media/Communication Studies
Joseph Antonio Sanchez Ramos - Media/Communication Studies
Lesley Kendall Scheuermann (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) - Advertising and Editing, Writing, and Media
Alexis Leigh Schulman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) - Media/Communication Studies and Creative Writing
Annie C. Smith - Media/Communication Studies and Editing, Writing, and Media
Casey Brianne Smith - Media/Communication Studies and History
Kristina Valentinova Stamenovska - Professional Communication
Laura S. Stoltzfus (CUM LAUDE) - Media/Communication Studies

Bachelor of Science
With Major In

Daniel A. Adler (CUM LAUDE) - Information Technology
Kensly Agenor - Information Technology
Alexandra Marie Bianco (CUM LAUDE) - Media/Communication Studies
Daniel Joseph Bohannon - Media/Communication Studies
Karen Elizabeth Borden - Advertising

Shannon Blaine Caldwell - Information Technology
Angelina M. Collazo - Information Communication and Technology
Shelby M. Connett - Public Relations
Keisha Monique Coneyers - Information Technology
Diego A. Corzo (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) - Information Technology
Joaquin A. Coston - Information Technology
Ashley Marie Cruel - Professional Communication
Gina Cyrille - Information Technology
Marc Dunham Deckert - Media Production
Louis Andrew Deslis (CUM LAUDE) - Public Relations
Patrick Christian Donahue (CUM LAUDE) - Media Production and Economics
Nathan Chad Faison - Professional Communication
Jeffrey D. Faller - Information Technology
Garrett Scott Fontenot - Information Technology
Christopher Philip Fulgencio - Information Technology
Boyd Dunlap Hathaway - Information Technology
Keith D. Hill, Jr. - Information Technology
Marissa Elise Hughes - Media/Communication Studies and Sport Management
Elizabeth J. Huszagh - Information Technology
Emily Bedford Jenkins (CUM LAUDE) - Advertising
James Tyler Johnson - Professional Communication
Jae Han Kim - Information Technology
Brittany Debra Kleinpeter - Media/Communication Studies
Casey Johanna Lathem - Professional Communication
Meleah B. Lister - Media/Communication and Studies and Psychology
Orlando Jose Lorie - Information Technology
Brittany Nicole Maloney - Media/Communication Studies
Katherine Lou Maxwell (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) - Information Technology
Ryan Michael McCraw (CUM LAUDE) - Media Production
Christopher John Menz - Information Technology
Anthony Nelson Micco - Information Technology
Alan Spencer Miller - Information Technology
Christopher James Morris - Information Communication and Technology
Sarah Frances Perez - Professional Communication
Melanie Rachelle Rausch - Information Communication and Technology
Jayne Ivana Reynolds (CUM LAUDE) - Media Production
Joseph Thomas Rhodes (CUM LAUDE) - Media Production
Taylor M. Rinehart - Advertising
Catherine Elizabeth Rost (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) - Media/Communication Studies
Ashley Nicole Rutstein (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) - Information Communication and Technology
Kadeem M. Samuel - Information Communication and Technology
Jason Michael Sell (CUM LAUDE) - Information Technology
Danielle Lorrainey Breland - Integrated Marketing and Management Communication
Leslie Michelle Burch - Information Studies
Catherine Elizabeth Burnett - Information Studies
Joanne Leigh Cabanas - Information Studies
Kathlyn Ann Carroll - Information Studies
Christopher Andrew Cloud - Information Studies
Hyacinth Cole Power - Information Studies
Nadya M. Collins - Information Studies
Ingrid Florellia Costlow - Media and Communication Studies
Arsenio Jerrod Coston - Information Studies
Jenna Carol Cowan - Information Studies
Keith Anthony Dembek - Information Studies
Jennifer Lynn Diaz - Information Studies
William James Duff, Jr. - Information Studies
Leone Escamilla - Information Studies
Lauren Marie Fisher - Integrated Marketing and Management Communication
Jessica Renee Garcia - Corporate and Public Communication
Samuel A. Garcia III - Information Studies
Allison Marie George - Information Studies
Marcus Alexander Gilpert - Information Studies
Kristen Maria Gurciullo - Information Studies
Muir Ian Haman - Information Studies
Casey Nicole Heiar - Integrated Marketing and Management Communication
Julia Rae Hendon - Information Studies
Jessica Ann Hodges - Information Studies
Marjorie Haughton Hoones - Information Studies
Brittany Irene Isaacs - Integrated Marketing and Management Communication
Ulysses Nabal Jaen - Information Studies
Natcha JeanBaptiste - Information Studies
Kaley Tate Johnson - Information Studies
Giselle Claudia Jordan - Information Studies/School Media
Hark Shin Kim - Integrated Marketing and Management Communication
Alex Kouskolekas - Corporate and Public Communication
Kristine Kreidler McKean - Information Studies
Katharine Margaret Labuda - Information Studies
Amanda Brooke Layton - Information Studies/School Media
Monika Z. Leal Quinones - Information Studies
Mairelys Lemus-Rojas - Information Studies
Lauren Ann Lombardo - Integrated Marketing and Management Communication
Jessica Marshelle Luby - Information Studies
Jeremy David Lucas - Information Studies
Barbara Ann Malbrue - Information Studies
Suzanne McCullar Dugat Marshall - Information Studies
Pamela Yvonne McCreless - Information Studies/School Media
Lindsey Scott McDoel - Information Studies
Brian Joseph McKay - Corporate and Public Communication
Helena Mae McEwen - Information Studies
Courtney Jan McNeil - Information Studies
Russell E. Mitola - Information Studies
Sarah Lake Monbarren - Information Studies
Ella Mae Mulford-Chinn - Information Studies
Katherine Teal Nelson - Integrated Marketing and Management Communication

Master of Arts
With Major In

Christopher Michael Nulph - Information Studies
Christine Lorraine Olan - Information Studies
Alexandria Maria Olson - Information Studies
Sheena Beth Overton - Information Studies
Anya Cate Owens - Information Studies
Mollie Peuler - Information Studies
Kathleen Ann Piccione - Information Studies/School Media
Rachael Marie Ramsey - Information Studies/School Media
Stephanie Joy Ransom - Corporate and Public Communication
Rita Kay Reed - Information Studies
Nicolas Hugh Riddell - Integrated Marketing and Management Communication
Victoria Rivera - Information Studies
Claudia Robinson - Information Studies/School Media
Dhwani Vijay Shah - Integrated Marketing and Management Communication
Heather Parr Sharpe - Integrated Marketing and Management Communication
Amber Rebecca Smalley - Integrated Marketing and Management Communication
Erika Danielle Yagodzinski - Information Studies
Biou Zhang - Integrated Marketing and Management Communication

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In

Ginevra Corinna Elvira Adamoli-Kalbli - Mass Communication
B.A., Ohio State University
M.A., The Florida State University
M.A., The Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Andy Opel

"Social Media and Social Movements: A Critical Analysis of Audience’s Use of Facebook to Advocate Food Activism Offline"

Richard John Austin - Information Studies
B.S., Pennsylvania State University
M.B.A., Lehigh University
M.A., University of South Florida
Major Professor: Dr. Gary Burnett

"An Investigation of the Use of Synchronous Text-Based Communication Technologies by Undergraduate University Students"

Jennifer A. Brown - Communication Science and Disorders
B.S., The Florida State University
M.S., The University of Texas At Dallas
Major Professor: Dr. Juliann Woods

"Exploring Coaching Strategies in a Parent-Implemented Intervention for Toddlers"
Robert Ryan Goette - International Affairs and Political Science
Jilia Adele Goldsmith - International Affairs
Allison Iris Gonzalez - International Affairs
James Kyle Griffis - International Affairs
Brittany D. Henry - International Affairs
Christophe A. Johnson - International Affairs
Lydia Kilian (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) - International Affairs
Grace Rosa Koester (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) - International Affairs and Spanish
Noel Marie Laplume (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) - (WITH HONORS) - International Affairs
Kaitlyn Maureen Latchford - International Affairs and Editing, Writing, and Media
Adam Jacob Le Mere - International Affairs
Taylor N. Lee (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) - International Affairs
Zhaosu Li - International Affairs
Carina Dawn Lora - Economics
Angelo Estefanno Mancini (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) - International Affairs and History
Gloria Mercedes Martinez - International Affairs and Political Science
Charles Warren O’Droske II - International Affairs
Erin Paulsen - International Affairs
Justin Allen Pepper - International Affairs
Balthazar Pisarek - International Affairs
Zephan Warner Prokos - International Affairs
Tasnemn Rahman - International Affairs
Allison Joan Schwien - International Affairs
Hayley Rose Scott - International Affairs
Susana Isabel Stagg Nowey - International Affairs
Seth Steadman - Asian Studies
Oren Tamir - International Affairs
Shea Lee Tungett - International Affairs
John Andrew Vaught - Political Science
Darlene Michelle White - International Affairs
Austin Owen Wikins (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) - Political Science and International Affairs
Bailey Melissa Williams - International Affairs
Shannon Marie Abarca - Social Science
Christopher W. Airhart - Applied Economics and Finance
AbdulRahman Adnan Al-Hunaif - Political Science
Bryce Simmons Allman (CUM LAUDE) - International Affairs and History
Savanna Marie Allmand - Sociology
Marilyn Denise Aloi - Geography
Andrew Ruben Alvarez - Sociology and Political Science
Jonatan Joseph Alvernaz - Social Science
Kaley Danielle Ames - Sociology
Jeffrey Anthony Amilcar - Social Science
Kirstie C. Amores - Economics
Zachary W. Anderson - International Affairs
Ashley Jenette Andrews - Social Science
Pilar Arevalo - Social Science
Charles Jaicks Atkins - Social Science
Angela Susan Auge - Social Science
Joel Rashaun Bailey - Social Science
Paul Daniel Bakowski - Applied Economics
Taylor Shepherd Baldwin - Political Science
Kara Marie Barger - Social Science
Adam Anthony Barton - International Affairs
Matthew J. Basinski (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) - Political Science and International Affairs
Victoria E. Bazlait (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) - Sociology and Psychology
Dallas Jason Beckett - Environmental Studies
Andrew Jay Bell - Economics and Political Science
Ryan F. Bird - Economics
Ashley Nicole Bittle - Economics
Marshall Ryan Bixler - Environmental Studies
April Nicole Blackwell - Sociology
Kerry Melissa Blankenship - Sociology
Katherine E. Bolf - Economics and Political Science
Hunter Douglas Boline - Sociology
Kristen L. Bonner - Political Science and History
Elizabeth Michelle Borgia - Sociology
Joshua R. Bradley - Applied Economics
Emily RuthAnn Brindley - Sociology
John J. Brodsky - Political Science and History
Mary Elizabeth Brown - International Affairs
Trae Brown - Social Science
Trae Brown - Political Science
Sarah Jane Burke - Sociology
Brian William Busch - Social Science
Jose Enrique Bustamante - International Affairs
Britt Calvert - International Affairs
Robert Steven Anthony Camacho - Applied Economics and International Affairs
Kalae Akyra Campbell - Political Science
Charles Edward Cannon II - Economics
Cacia Y. Carleton - International Affairs
Cheridan B. Carr - International Affairs
Julia R. Carr - Political Science
Cornellius Carradine - Social Science
Alexis Christine Cassagnol - Sociology
Mary Elizabeth Castillo (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) - Political Science
Dustin Lee Cates - International Affairs
Cassie Nicole Chahanovich - Social Science
Vanessa Nicole Charles - Sociology
Ryan C. Chiarella (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) - International Affairs
Stefan Anre Chrazanowski - International Affairs
Omari Manu Clark - Geography
Kathryn Ann Clandelifer - Sociology
Gerald John Cody - Sociology
Allison Marie Coker - Political Science
Charles Michael Collins - Political Science
Joseph Daniel Contreras - International Affairs
Kenneth Mark Cooper (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) - Geography
Devon Marie Coquillard (CUM LAUDE) - International Affairs
Cory Jay Cox - Social Science
Erica Ann Croft - Social Science
Daniel Patrick Croty - Environmental Studies
Thomas R. Cruz - Applied Economics
Darrell Jerome Cunningham - Political Science
Aaron Dimitri Davids - Economics
Lee Alan Davidson - Economics
Ashley Jewell Davila - Social Science
Rashanda LaCheva Davis - Economics
Matoe De Angulo - Social Science
Lisa Brenaen Denmark - Social Science and Retail Merchandising and Product Development
Jonathan Matthew Diamond - Political Science and Management
Jordan Donovan Wade Polk - Political Science
Brandon A. Polsky - Economics
Dustin K lent Porreto - International Affairs
Jamie Leigh Price - Political Science
Alex Daniel Proenza - Sociology
Michael A. Prosster, Jr. - International Affairs
Chrysalis A. Provencal - Social Science
Juan Enrique Puente - Geography
John Alexander Pullara - Political Science and Philosophy
Sherril A. Ramsey - Social Science and Sociology
Brian Michael Rasmussen - Social Science
Taylor M. Rinehart - Sociology
Douglas D. Rinner - Economics
Armando Joshua Rios, Sr. - International Affairs
Isabelle Giovanna Rios - Environmental Studies
Betsaida Roa - Political Science
Jessie J. Robinson, Jr. - Social Science
Luke Rodriguez - International Affairs
Misael Antonio Rodriguez - Political Science
Brittany Paige Rothwell - Environmental Studies
Katherine Allison Rozewski - Economics and Political Science
Rubin Lee Rumph, Jr. - Sociology
John H. Ruppener (CUM LAUDE) - Applied Economics and Finance
Victor Gonzalo Sanabria - Economics
Adriana Sanchez - International Affairs
Avinash K. Sarao - International Affairs
Michael Vincent Sasso - Economics
Jordan James Savariago - Social Science
Sophie Marion Schildhause - Geography
Rachael Schlosberg - Environmental Studies
Cassandra C. Scifani (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) - Political Science and Psychology
Angela Marina Sessions - Economics
Morgan Kathryn Shank - Sociology
Anna C. Sheffield - Political Science
Vicky Lea Shekha - Social Science and Sociology
Aaron L. Shelton - International Affairs
Garry C. Sjodin - Political Science and History
Richard Michael Skoien - Social Science
Ryan E. Slapikas - International Affairs and Geography
Joseph Michael Slawek - Economics
Alexis Chantal Smith - Sociology
Kashonna Katreece Smith - Sociology
Samantha Jane Smith - Sociology
Shannon Corye's Smith (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) - Social Science
Tiffany Annette Smith - Environmental Studies
Matthew Joseph Sokolowski - Economics
Eric James Soto - Social Science
Jennifer Lynn Stapelfeld - Economics
Harrison Edward Stog - Political Science
Brittany M. Stout (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) - Political Science and Psychology
Jeffrey Richter Stoutamire II - Geography
Heliana Sula - Social Science
Scott Garrett Sullivan - Political Science
Jack Roger Sumner III - Social Science
Brandon Mark Tanner - Social Science
Richard Michael Tither (CUM LAUDE) - Social Science
Michael Theodore - African-American Studies
Michael Theodore - Sociology
R Matthew Thiessen - Social Science
Courtney Nichelle Thomas - Political Science
Jeffrey E. Thornton (CUM LAUDE) - Social Science
Zachary Robert Tilley - International Affairs
Christopher Anthony Tischner - Applied Economics
Crystal Lynn Toler - Social Science
Mark A. Tombrink - Economics
Clinton James Trickett - Social Science
Conrad C. Trimble - Political Science
William Louis Tucker - Sociology
Vladislava Evgenieva Turbina - International Affairs
Justin T. Unger - Social Science
Kelsey Laurel Van Zee - International Affairs and Religion
Taylor Danielle Vancil - Social Science
Narahari Pramod Varanasi - Environmental Studies
Nicholas A. Vekslar - Social Science
Karen Annette Wabale - Social Science
Jeffery Isiah Walker, Jr. - Applied Economics
Shamarrlne Denise Walton - Sociology
Justin Edmund Watkins - International Affairs
Samuel C. Watkins - Sociology and Creative Writing
Jessica Bailey Weatherspoon - Geography
Lisa Anne Weber - Social Science
William Daniel Wells - Environmental Studies
Ledell Williams, Jr. - Political Science
Alonzo J. Williams - African-American Studies
Ashona Davis Williams - Social Science
Isiah Williams - Political Science and Sociology
Jacob R. Williams - Social Science
John-Phillip Williams - African-American Studies and History
Juanita Dominique Williams - Political Science and Criminology and History
Klya Lee Williams - Sociology
Natasha Lashay Williams - Political Science and Management
Spencer F. Wills (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) - Political Science and Sport Management
James Andrew Wilson, Jr. - Social Science and Political Science
Andrew Houston Winkler - Political Science and International Affairs
Whitney Lee Wyatt - Environmental Studies
Atanas I. Zahariev (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) - Political Science
Master of Arts

Jennifer Ken Absher - Russian and East European Studies
Annalisya Bayo - International Affairs
Jesse James Canelco IV - Asian Studies
Thomas Joseph Dugan - International Affairs
Anita C. Francis - Asian Studies
Hiba Thomas George - International Affairs
Eryn Michelle Jones - International Affairs
Matthew James McLin - Asian Studies
Jasson Ospina - International Affairs
Hakon Ringstad - International Affairs
Brandon Alexander Robinson - International Affairs
Rebekah Anne Suwak - International Affairs

Master in Public Administration

Brian Joshua Fernado - Public Administration
Ashley Elizabeth Furland - Public Administration
Alegre Nicole Harrell - Public Administration
Britton James Holdaway - Public Administration
Jonas Jorve - Public Administration
Thomas E. Kester - Public Administration
Ryan E. Kitchens - Public Administration
Robert Everett McDaniel - Public Administration
Samuel M. Olmstead - Public Administration
Cory Lynn Pelfrey - Public Administration
Abdul Rohman - Public Administration
Matthew Thomas Stevens - Public Administration
Rebekah S. Strait - Public Administration
Andrew Mark Thompson - Public Administration
Reilly Michael James Webb - Public Administration
Donald J. Willar - Public Administration
James Agnew Young - Public Administration

Master of Science in Public Health

Brian Bender - Public Health
Raneita Gabrielle Grover - Public Health
Jaleesa Dawn Moore - Public Health

Master of Science

Alexis Marie Andres - Applied American Politics and Policy
Maria Paulina Arango Fernandez - International Affairs
David Logan Ashmore - Urban and Regional Planning/Demography
Kelli Rae Augustine - Applied American Politics and Policy
Cheyenne Bayse - International Affairs
Caitlin Brongel - Applied American Politics and Policy
Mara Kasey Burger - Applied American Politics and Policy
Jacqueline Marie Drouin - International Affairs
Derek Michael Dzwonkowski - Applied American Politics and Policy
Aaron Lee Embrey - Political Science
Charly Esturilho - Economics
Arielle Anya Franklin - Applied American Politics and Policy
Kristina Aileen Griffin - International Affairs
Richard Bryant Holt - Applied American Politics and Policy
Joshua Eugene Humphries - Applied American Politics and Policy
Stephen Samuel Lawson - Applied American Politics and Policy
Kara Ann Levine - Sociology
Christopher Anthony Marfisi - Economics
Shirram Marathe - Economics
Jennifer Marie Martin - Applied American Politics and Policy
James Christian Minor - Applied American Politics and Policy
Chen Pan - Economics
Patrick Perez - Applied American Politics and Policy
Michelle Diane Phaneuf - International Affairs
James David Revell - Applied American Politics and Policy
Shinji Shimoura - Geography
Toma Sokolik - International Affairs
Kirby Ann Thomas - Sociology
Johnny Kinwar To, Jr. - Geographic Information Science
Christian orlando torijano - International Affairs
Nina Marie Belarmino verzosa - International Affairs
Daphne Nicole Wester - Demography
Robert Andrew White - Economics
Mary Delina Wright - International Affairs

Master of Science in Planning
With Major In

Dominick J. Ar’dis - Urban and Regional Planning
Julian Patrice Burton - Urban and Regional Planning
Hiba Thomas George - Urban and Regional Planning
Jiwuan Alexandria Haley - Urban and Regional Planning
Britton James Holdaway - Urban and Regional Planning
Cory Lynn Pelfrey - Urban and Regional Planning
Anne Rokya - Urban and Regional Planning
Natalie Cuenca Suner - Urban and Regional Planning
Andrew Mark Thompson - Urban and Regional Planning
Nina Marie Belarmino Verzosa - Urban and Regional Planning
Donald J. Willar - Urban and Regional Planning

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In

Ismaila Rimi Abubakar - Urban and Regional Planning
Bachelor of Urban and Regional Planning, Ahmadu Bello University M.S., The Robert Gordon University Master of City and Regional Planning, King Fahd University of Petroleum & Minerals Major Professor: Dr. Petra Doan

"Households’ Coping Strategies with Unsatisfactory Urban Services in a Modernist City of Developing Countries: A Case Study of Abuja, Nigeria"

Sandra L. Colby - Sociology
B.A., Eckerd College M.S., The Florida State University Major Professor: Dr. Karin Brewster

"Income-Based Differences in Employed Women’s Use of Non-Maternal Child Care"

Karen Halperin Cyphers - Political Science
B.A., New College of Florida M.S., The Florida State University Major Professors: Dr. Jason Barabas and Dr. Charles Barrilleaux

"Choice and Satisfaction: Enrollee Attitude toward Health Programs and Public Institutions"

Neysa Patrice Hill - Public Administration
B.S., The Florida State University M.S., The Florida State University Major Professor: Dr. Ralph Brower

"Reducing the Margin of Error: Investigating Psychological Contract Violations Within the Public Sector"

Brad L. Huff - Geography
B.S., The University of West Florida Master of Divinity, Columbia Theological Seminary Major Professor: Dr. Victor Mesev

"The Cultural Landscape Analysis of the Domain-Centered Place-Based Community of Ave Maria, Florida"

Sungkyu Jang - Public Administration
B.S., University of Incheon M.P.A., Sungkyunkwan University Master of Public Affairs, Indiana University-Bloomington Major Professor: Dr. Robert J. Eger III


John Nathaniel Lee - Political Science
B.A., University of Cincinnati M.S., The Florida State University Major Professor: Dr. Mark Souva

"Playing it Safe: Audience Costs, Military Capabilities, and Alliance Reliability During War"

Patrick Blaine McGrady - Sociology
B.A., Berea College M.S., The Florida State University Major Professor: Dr. John Reynolds

"Sexuality and Larger Bodies: Gay Men’s Experience of and Resistance Against Weight and Sexual Orientation Stigma"

David Ryan Miller - Public Administration
B.M., Florida Southern College M.P.A., The Florida State University Major Professor: Dr. Robert J. Eger III

"Value-Added Models, Outcomes-Based Teacher Performance, and the Teaching-Learning Process"

Benjamin Osae Ofori - Urban and Regional Planning
B.S., University of Ghana M.S., London’s Global University M.S., Ohio University Main Campus Major Professor: Dr. Rebecca Miles

"Institutional Informalism in the City and the Public Sector: Its Implications for Planning, Policy and Local Governance and Urban Residents’ Access to Public Services in Accra"

Meredith A. Whiteman - Political Science
B.S., The Florida State University M.S., The Florida State University Major Professor: Dr. John Scholz

"Networks, Institutions, and Individuals: Interactive Effects on the Formation and Maintenance of Social Capital"
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
Bachelor of Arts
With Major In
Matthew Allan Rizzo (CUM LAUDE) - Marketing and Spanish
Bachelor of Science
With Major In
Emily Kate Aaron - Hospitality Management
Walter Robert Abramitis, Jr. - Accounting
and Finance
William Tyler Ackland - Management
Justin A. Adams - Accounting
Brady Hughes Adcox - Accounting
Daniel A. Adler (CUM LAUDE) - Management Information Systems
William David Akins - Hospitality Management
Allison M. Alderman - Risk Management/Insurance and Real Estate
Jessica Ann Alexander (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) - Management and Professional Sales
Kadian Lanakay Allen - Accounting
Muna Alsaifi - Accounting
Muna Alsaifi - Finance
Andrew Clayton Alsobrook - Management
Richard Geoffrey Ane - Hospitality Management
Karen Saxe Aplin - Hospitality Management
Robert Michael Arden - Marketing
Michael Dean Argentino, Jr. - Professional Golf Management
Aasim Syed Arif - Finance
Jose Esteban Arrapalo - Finance and Real Estate
Melissa R. Athas - Hospitality Management
Nicholas J. Austin - Management
David Gregory Bailey - Business Administration
Lacey Jae Bailey - Accounting
Lisa Marie Bailey - Management
Nyasha A. Bailey - Hospitality Management
Kelly M. Batts - Marketing
Kristine Noelle Beeler - Hospitality Management
Kayla Ann Beers - Risk Management/Insurance
Brent Davis Bellflower - Hospitality Management
Rebecca Ashley Berkowitz - Hospitality Management
Naren M. Bhakta - Accounting
Patrick O’Farrell Bishop - Hospitality Management and Marketing
Bryan C. Blackwell - Finance
Zachary Addison Blackwell - Accounting and Finance
Natalie Paige Blair - Hospitality Management
Abbie S. Boatwright - Business Administration
Kristin Patricia Boe - Finance and Real Estate
Jahrell Shae Bonner - Finance and Management
Andrew J. Bose - Marketing
Ashley Grace Bourland - Human Resource Management
Ryan H. Brewer - Marketing and Risk Management/Insurance
William D. Brown - Accounting
Dawn Elizabeth Brothers - Accounting
Carly Judith Browne - Hospitality Management
Danielle C. Bruno - Real Estate and Finance
Suzette S. Buchanan - Risk Management/Insurance and Human Resource Management
Rebecca Leigh Bumgarner (CUM LAUDE) - Real Estate
Lindsey Kathryn Burnam - Management
Robert B. Buscemi - Finance
Griffin Thomas Buser - Finance and Professional Sales
Desta Nicole Cahoon (CUM LAUDE) - Hospitality Management
Kyle B. Campbell - Management Information Systems
Amanda C. Carey - Hospitality Management Jonathan A. Carlson - Marketing
Christopher Paul Carr - Accounting
Alixa Marie Cash - Management
Bobbi J. Castagno (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) - Finance and Human Resource Management
Yesenia Centeno - Marketing
Victoria Leigh Christian - Real Estate
Casey D. Clark - Management
David S. Clark - Marketing and Finance
Lelani Joice Clark - Business Administration
Brendan J. Clay - Finance and Marketing
Tori L. Clay (CUM LAUDE) - Human Resource Management
Christopher Blake Cochran - Real Estate and Finance
Zephyrish Israel Cohen - Management Information Systems
Karina Coira - Management
Marshall Collins - Professional Golf Management
Chapman McDaniel Cook - Finance
Timothy Patrick Cope - Accounting
Edmund Taylor Corry - Marketing
Diego A. Corzo (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) - Management Information Systems
Alexander Vernon Couch - Management and Creative Writing
Hunter B. Craig, Jr. - Accounting
Hunter B. Craig, Jr. - Finance
Richard Lawrence Cuppauli - Accounting and Finance
Aron Tyler Davis (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) - Management Information Systems
Colin Phillip Davis - Accounting
Christine Marie Dearden (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) - Accounting and Finance
Alexander William Delcamp - Hospitality Management
Ashleigh Morgan Deller - Hospitality Management
Amrita Deonarain - Marketing
Amrita Deonarain - Finance
Darletha Anne Destine - Marketing
Carlos A. Diaz - Finance and Real Estate
Josh Diekmann - Accounting
Nathaniel Martin DiMura - Marketing
Joseph C. Donadio - Finance and Real Estate
Danielle E. Donnantuoni (CUM LAUDE) - Hospitality Management
Jessica Marie Donofro - Marketing
Matthew B. Donovan - Professional Sales
Thomas Warren Duncan - Finance
Laura Elizabeth Dunham (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) - Hospitality Management
Mary Christine Dunn - Real Estate
Pablo Duque (CUM LAUDE) - Finance
Natalie M. Dvorak - Hospitality Management
Joshua David Echemendia - Accounting and Finance
Jeffrey Paul Edminster (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) - Management Information Systems
Jordan Deal Eiges - Finance
Keith Thomas Engelmeier - Hospitality Management
Christopher James Enrico - Real Estate
Kaylie Marie Erickson - Hospitality Management
Ashley Louise Erwin - Accounting and Finance
Kelly A. Fairbrother - Marketing
Khashayar Fallahizadeh - Finance and Entrepreneurship and Small Business Management
Brogan Farrell - Finance and Marketing
Amanda Elizabeth Ferro (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) - Human Resource Management
Christopher Glenn Filbert - Marketing and Finance
Matthew David Freeman - Marketing
Carla Marie French-Johnson - Accounting
Heather Lynn Frierson (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) - Accounting and Finance
Elizabeth Ann Foley - Hospitality Management
Dabby Rafael Gallardo - Accounting
Daniel Eduardo Garcia - Accounting and Finance
Mark Garcia - Accounting and Finance
Nathan Adam Garner - Hospitality Management
Eric H. Geiger - Human Resource Management
Erik Richard Gerace (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) - Business Administration
Molly Austen Gertz (CUM LAUDE) - Hospitality Management
Kristy Marie Gieseker - Finance
Drew Charles Gilmore - Finance and Marketing
Alexa A. Giovanni - Human Resource Management
John Michael Godbey - Hospitality Management
Alain Nelson Gonzalez-Mule - Marketing
Dax Christian Diedrich  - Risk Management/Insurance
Mark Michael Gayne  - Management Information Systems
Azhar Ali Khan  - Management Information Systems
Amanda Marie Leighty  - Marketing
Marcos Lopez  - Marketing
Joseph Matthew Namey  - Marketing
Brittany C. Rickman  - Marketing
Adam Michael Shafer  - Management Information Systems
Curtis Daniel Splan  - Management Information Systems
Joshua D. Wragg  - Management Information Systems

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In

Jennifer Colleen Sexton  - Management
B.S., Vanderbilt University Major Professors: Dr. Annette L. Ranft and Dr. Bruce Lamont

*The Creation of New Knowledge through the Transfer of Existing Knowledge: Examining the Conundrum of Creation and Control in Organizational Innovation*

Paul Francis Nagy  - Management
B.B.A., Walsh University M.A., Walsh University Major Professor: Dr. Timothy Holcomb

*Balancing Signals to Resource-Holders and Competitors: The Short- and Long-Term Performance Implications of New Venture Strategic Market Positioning*

---

**COLLEGE OF CRIMINOLOGY AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE**

Bachelor of Arts
With Major In

Lauren Michelle Perez  - Criminology
Alexandra Sherman  - Criminology

Bachelor of Science
With Major In

Patience Oluwayoyinsola Agboola  - Criminology
Emily E. Alchin  - Criminology
Christopher John Alford  - Criminology
Francesca Allen  - Criminology
Shannon Lee Ashley  - Criminology and Psychology
Alicia Jenae Barnes  - Criminology
Adam Joseph Bayer  - Criminology
Joshua Benjamin Beizer  - Computer Criminology-Criminology

---

Alejandro D. Borges  - Criminology
Mark Brennan  - Criminology
Kristyn Scott Brooks  - Criminology
Marquilla Symone Brooks  - Criminology
Whitney N. Cain  - Criminology
Stephani Marie Campbell  - Criminology
Alicia Marie Cash  - Criminology
Marvin Cerne  - Criminology
Lorena M. Colina  - Criminology and Psychology
Eve Marie Collins  - Criminology
Richard Paul Cook  - Criminology
Alexandra Price Cormier  - Criminology and Sociology
Althea Lillian Daley (CUM LAUDE)  - Criminology and Literature
Kamiesha Shantel Denton  - Criminology
Deangelo Luis Diaz II  - Criminology
Brittany Nicole Dickens  - Criminology
Dayna Marie Dixon  - Criminology
Kyle Richard Eder  - Criminology
Ana M. Engativa  - Criminology
Raul Jonathan Espinoza  - Criminology
Kyle Thomas Gallauer  - Criminology
Morgan E. Gilmore  - Criminology
Lindsey Nichole Goodin (CUM LAUDE)  - Criminology and Psychology
Erica Alyse Gonsalves  - Criminology
Honja M. Griffiths  - Criminology and Sociology
Kayla C. Gunter  - Criminology and Psychology
Liliana Yisel Gomez (CUM LAUDE)  - Criminology
Robert Joe Haggins  - Criminology
Nicolette Marie Hagler  - Criminology
Kyle Spencer Hanks  - Criminology
Cynthia VonChet' Harris  - Criminology
Blair Daniel Harvey  - Criminology
Markeia J. Holton  - Criminology
Trezia Wannette Horne  - Criminology
Andrew R. Horvat  - Criminology
Karla Renee Hosch  - Computer Criminology-Criminology
Marquita Leshea Jackson  - Criminology
Baudelaire Jeannot  - Criminology
Sarah Mae Kalis  - Criminology and Psychology
Arielle Shardae Keith  - Criminology
Kelly Ann Kirk  - Criminology
Alexander Jurek Kiszynski (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  - Criminology and Psychology
Gregory Daniel Krause  - Criminology
Christopher Anthony Kulakowski  - Computer Criminology-Criminology
James Patrick Large  - Criminology
Justin Victor LaManna (CUM LAUDE)  - Criminology

---

Adonijah Akeem Lee  - Criminology
Kristen Jennifer Lonergan  - Criminology
Lauren Elizabeth Manders  - Criminology
Tanica Monic Mann  - Criminology
Stephen Russell Matzen  - Criminology
Matthew Scott McAllister  - Criminology and Management
Michael Patrick McCarron  - Criminology
Carlyn Paige McDowell  - Criminology
Geoff Mendicino  - Criminology
Vian Leigh Menges  - Criminology
Lamar Daniel Morris  - Criminology and International Affairs
Jared Stillman Mynard  - Criminology
Courtney Brianne Nicks  - Criminology and Social Work
Jeffrey Patrick O'Keefe  - Criminology and Finance
Sara Kristeen Olson  - Criminology

---

Shanna N. Olaware  - Criminology
Brenda Orelus  - Criminology
Julian Peretz  - Computer Criminology-Criminology
Francisco Javier Perez-Maldonado  - Criminology and Sociology
Iovana Ionescu Perez  - Criminology
Samantha Lee Perez  - Criminology
Courtney Summer Peterson  - Criminology and Psychology
Anthony Bearn Philmon, Jr.  - Criminology
Sergio Stefano Plazza  - Criminology
Meagan Kristine Pledger  - Criminology
Ashley Marie Plumley  - Criminology
Brooke Ashley Polo  - Criminology
Kristen Ashley Potts  - Criminology
Brian Shandon Quinlan  - Criminology
Wendy G. Ramsey  - Criminology
Aubrey Garrett Ransom  - Criminology
Elizabeth Echo Rehberg  - Criminology
Jordan Whitefield Rogers  - Criminology
Lourdes Amelia Salcedo  - Criminology
Edda Miriam Santos  - Criminology
Jacqueline Michelle SanMiguel  - Criminology
Howard A. Saunders III  - Criminology
Sherika Shelette Seaton  - Criminology
Jason Christopher Sekely  - Criminology
Cara Catherine Shank  - Criminology and Psychology
Matthew Alan Simpson  - Criminology
Myakka C. Slater  - Criminology
Beau C. Smyly  - Criminology
Lakisha Renee Snow  - Criminology
Brittany Alicia Sonnier  - Criminology
Victoria Marie Speranza  - Criminology and Psychology
Michael Alexander St. Marie  - Criminology
Mary Jenni Toms  - Criminology
Kyle Trafford  - Criminology
Dexter Tranquille  - Criminology
Octavia Devion Troupe  - Criminology
Amanda Michelle Ubieta  - Criminology
Joshua Michael Vakili  - Criminology
Gabriel Jaime Villa (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)  - Criminology

---

Niamh M. Walsh  - Criminology and Psychology
Shamauria Denise Walton  - Criminology
Chloe Lavender Wells  - Criminology
Charmaine Leona Williams  - Criminology
Joseph Wayne Williams  - Criminology
Lindsey Elizabeth Willis  - Criminology
Lauren Nicole Wright (CUM LAUDE)  - Criminology

---

Master of Arts
With Major In

Adriana Monique Eberhart  - Criminology

Master of Science
With Major In

Ruben David Agado  - Criminal Justice Studies
Heather Renee Banting  - Criminal Justice Studies
Gloria Jean Boccio  - Criminal Justice Studies
Jeffery Hugh Bryson  - Criminal Justice Studies
David James Bullard, Jr.  - Criminal Justice Studies
Nicholas Stephen Bullard  - Criminal Justice Studies
Sarah Elizabeth Cox  - Criminal Justice Studies
Curtis R. Deal IV  - Criminal Justice Studies
Cassidy Anne Smith (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) - Music Therapy
Eva Colette Tocot - Music Therapy

Bachelor of Music Education
With Major In

Claire E. Crabtree (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) - Music Education-Choral
Kevin M. Cripaunuk (CUM LAUDE) - Music Education-Instrumental
Elizabeth Dean - Music Education-Choral
Shawn William Fassig - Music Education-Instrumental
Natasha Elise Marsalli (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) - Music Education-Instrumental
Nicole Elizabeth Marie Windle - Music Education-Instrumental

Master of Arts
With Major In

Portia Julean Lundy - Arts Administration

Master of Music
With Major In

Danielle Jean Adomaitis - Musicology
Ruth Amber Brooks - Voice
Gonzalo Gallardo - Musicology
Desiree Amanda Gattis - Woodwinds
Casey Leigh Knowlton - Woodwinds
Christian Gregory Savage - Musicology
Alexander Horowitz Schlosberg - Voice
You Lee Sun - Music Therapy
Emily Jan Thorne - Voice
Ryan Cornelius Tucker - Voice

Doctor of Music
With Major In

Lara Billings - Voice
B.M., University of Utah
M.M., The Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Wanda Brister

A. Dione Chandler - Woodwinds
B.M., Rice University
M.M., University of Southern California
Major Professor: Dr. Eric Ohlsson

Michael Thomas Geib - Strings
B.A., Clemson University
M.M., The Florida State University
M.M., The Florida State University
Major Professor: Professor Melanie Punter

Hee Young Jeong - Composition
B.M., Seoul National University
M.M., Seoul National University
Major Professor: Dr. Ladislav Kubik

Joshua David Keeling - Composition
B.M., Belmont University
M.M., University of Texas at Austin
Major Professor: Dr. Clifton Callender

Wonkak Kim - Woodwinds
B.A., University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
M.M., The Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Frank Kowalsky

Reid Gerard Messich - Woodwinds
B.M., The Curtis Institute of Music
M.M., The Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Eric Ohlsson

Anne Elise Richie - Voice
B.A., University of Cincinnati
Conservatory of Music
M.M., North Carolina School of the Arts
Major Professor: Dr. Wanda Brister

Javier Antonio Rodriguez - Woodwinds
B.M., Louisiana State University
M.M., Louisiana State University
Major Professor: Professor Jeffrey Keesecker

Shelley Lynn Smith - Woodwinds
B.A., Skidmore College
M.M., University of Akron
Major Professor: Professor Eva Amsler

Joy Sherrill Thurmon - Piano
B.A., David Lipscomb University
M.M., The Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Read Gainsford

Doori Yoo - Piano
B.A., Pensacola Christian College
M.A., Pensacola Christian College
Major Professor: Dr. Read Gainsford

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In

Sara L. Brown - Musicology
B.M., Brigham Young University
M.M., The Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Michael Bakan

"Every Word is a Song, Every Step is a Dance: Participation, Agency, and the Expression of Communal Bliss in Hare Krishna Festival Kirtan"

Emily Swift Gertsch - Music Theory
B.M., Furman University
M.M., The Catholic University of America
Major Professor: Dr. Joseph Kraus

"Narrative in Select 1842 Chamber Works by Robert Schumann"

Kirsten Nora Mitak - Music Education
B.S., Rhode Island College
M.M.E., The Florida State University
Major Professors: Dr. Alice-Ann Darrow and Dr. Vikki McArthur

"A Description of Older Adults Participation in a Technology-Based Piano Program and Their Musical Skill Development, Perceptions of Personal Fulfillment, and Attitudes Toward Music Learning"

Matthew McNamara Morin - Musicology
B.A., University of Massachusetts
M.A., Tufts University
Major Professor: Dr. Frank Gunderson

"Composing Civil Society: Ethnographic Contingency, NGO Culture, and Music Production in Nairobi, Kenya"

Todd Jared Rosendahl - Musicology
B.M., University of Iowa
M.M., The Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Michael Bakan

"Music and Queer Culture: Negotiating Marginality through Musical Discourse at Pride Toronto"

Kerry Anne Simon - Music Education
B.M.E., Mississippi Valley State University
M.Ed., Union University
M.S., Tennessee State University
Major Professor: Dr. Kimberly Van Weelden

"Music Education in Urban America: A Demographic Report of Music Teachers in High-Poverty Urban Schools"

Jennifer M. Smith - Music Theory
B.A., Anderson University
M.M., Bowling Green State University
Major Professor: Dr. Joseph Kraus

"Aspiring Toward Heaven: Tonal, Motivic, and Narrative Structure in Two of J. S. Bach’s Motets"

Yen-Hsuan Yang - Music Education
B.S., National Taiwan University
M.M., The Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Alice-Ann Darrow

"Parents and Young Children with Disabilities: The Effects of Home-Based Parent Training in Music on Parent-Child Interactions"

COLLEGE OF HUMAN SCIENCES

Bachelor of Science
With Major In

Stacey Kate Regino Accad - Exercise Science
Randy M. Altshuler - Exercise Science
Lisa Marie Analeto (CUM LAUDE) - Family and Child Sciences
Alayna Renea Anderson - Retail Management and Product Development
Ellen Augusta Androlewicz (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) - Family and Child Sciences and Psychology
Melissa Brooke Bailey - Exercise Science
Breklyn Jane Ballingham - Retail Management and Product Development
Robert Eric Barnes - Exercise Science
John Alexander Barron IV - Family and Child Sciences
Kristen N. Barry - Family and Child Sciences
Cherelle Danielle Beavers - Retail Management and Product Development
Kirsten Lee Berg - Exercise Science and Psychology
Stephanie Rae Palomo Bergonia - Dietetics
Suzanne M. Berkey - Exercise Science
Mallory Cheryl Billings - Exercise Science
Ariel Caitlin Blanton · Family and Child Sciences
Heidi Marie Blouin · Exercise Science
Laura Anne Blythe (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) · Family and Child Sciences and Religion
Samantha L. Bruce · Food and Nutrition Sciences
Lindsey Kathryn Burnam · Retail Merchandising and Product Development
Stephanie C. Carrington · Retail Merchandising and Product Development
Rebecca Elizabeth Chalkier · Family and Child Sciences
Elizabeth L. Chouinard · Exercise Science
Sierra R. Chouinard · Exercise Science
Kayla Marie Chowning · Retail Merchandising and Product Development
Kyle D. Christiano · Exercise Science
Britney A. Clark · Dietetics
Hannah Ashley Clark · Retail Merchandising and Product Development
Lauren Pamela Cohen (CUM LAUDE) · Retail Merchandising and Product Development
Betty J. Coleman · Retail Merchandising and Product Development
Kiah C. Coleman · Exercise Science
Shericka Donnyell Cooper · Family and Child Sciences and Psychology
Abigayle Anne Crossley · Family and Child Sciences
Margaret Ann Dawson · Family and Child Sciences
Kathleen Anne Deichen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) · Exercise Science
Kathryne Alysa Determann · Retail Merchandising and Product Development
Danielle Lauren DeLorey · Retail Merchandising and Product Development
Daniel Dues DeVeny II · Exercise Science
Kathryn Michelle DeVo (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) · Dietetics
Ashley Michelle Dickerson · Retail Merchandising and Product Development
Lauren Elizabeth Doremus · Retail Merchandising and Product Development
Christina Alexa Dragota · Retail Merchandising and Product Development
Jacqueline Rose Drazen · Family and Child Sciences
Megan Denes Duff · Retail Merchandising and Product Development
Desiha C. Duhart · Family and Child Sciences
Lindsey Louise Duke · Exercise Science
Johnathan Russell Eldridge · Exercise Science
Christopher Michael Elstermann (CUM LAUDE) · Family and Child Sciences
Meghan Leigh Emmons · Exercise Science
Withman James Ermitus · Exercise Science
Alexandria Elizabeth Etheri-Fink · Retail Merchandising and Product Development
Vanessa Evans · Retail Merchandising and Product Development
Sheneka Lashaye Faison-Guirand · Retail Merchandising and Product Development
Alexandra N. Farrish · Retail Merchandising and Product Development
Patricia Feliciano (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) · Dietetics
Lauren Marie Feola · Family and Child Sciences
Tahliluma Fernandez · Exercise Science
Seth Thomas Fielding · Exercise Science
Lauren E. Finley · Retail Merchandising and Product Development
Aurora Kari Freeland · Retail Merchandising and Product Development
Marissa Allison Gajos · Family and Child Sciences
Connor R. Garavaglia · Dietetics
Britt Ashlyn Garland · Retail Merchandising and Product Development
Francesca Yolande Ghassan · Family and Child Sciences
Elizabeth Judith Gibaldi · Retail Merchandising and Product Development
Adriana Gonzalez-Canel · Exercise Science
Christina Maria Gonzalez · Retail Merchandising and Product Development
Timothy C. Goody (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) · Exercise Science
Christina Louise Gory · Exercise Science
Amanda Jeanice Griffin · Family and Child Sciences
Meghan Elizabeth Griffith · Retail Merchandising and Product Development and Management
Macy N. Grim · Family and Child Sciences
Miranda Leigh Gromen (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) · Family and Child Sciences and Psychology
Easton King Gunnne · Dietetics
Saige Mary Gurtowski (CUM LAUDE) · Family and Child Sciences
Judy Marie Haigh · Dietetics
Jessica Lynn Hall · Retail Merchandising and Product Development
Anne Michelle Hampton · Family and Child Sciences
Kourtney L. Hatton · Family and Child Sciences
Ellie Renee Henriquez · Family and Child Sciences
Stephen Joseph Hernandez · Exercise Science
Veronica Hnatiuk (CUM LAUDE) · Dietetics
Lemonte A. Holcy · Exercise Science
Holly Marie Holland · Exercise Science
Catalina Huertas · Dietetics
Thuyanh Huynh · Exercise Science
Kaley E. Ingle · Dietetics
Markenley Isaacs (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) · Exercise Science
Kayla Nicole Jacklin · Retail Merchandising and Product Development
Whitney Y. James · Dietetics
Kelli Marie Jarolim · Family and Child Sciences
Sibyl Jeune · Dietetics
Ren Patrick Jolly (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) · Exercise Science
Evio A. Jorge · Exercise Science
Daniel Paolo Jose · Exercise Science
Kristina Keller · Merchandising
Andrew Paul Kourtik (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) · Exercise Science
Kyle Robert Labonte · Exercise Science
Victoria Nicole Landis · Family and Child Sciences
Kathleen Lata · Exercise Science
Alexandra D. Law (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) · Exercise Science
Ilisa Lee (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) · Exercise Science
Taylor Ann Leedy (CUM LAUDE) · Dietetics
Madison Kay Lewis · Family and Child Sciences and Psychology
Jamie Marie Loomis · Exercise Science
Chelsea Deane Markarian · Family and Child Sciences
Valerie Melissa Martinez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) · Retail Merchandising and Product Development
Alexis Morgan Matte (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) · Family and Child Sciences
Melissa L. Matthias · Exercise Science
Heather Nicole Mauldin · Family and Child Sciences
Katie Elizabeth McCarty (CUM LAUDE) · Retail Merchandising and Product Development
Mary Virginia McDaniel · Family and Child Sciences
Kelsey L. McGriff · Family and Child Sciences
Paul Joseph McNally II · Exercise Science
Marisa Rose Meade · Retail Merchandising and Product Development
Alexander Scott Michaels · Exercise Science
Rachel S. Milch · Dietetics
Rachel E. Moran · Retail Merchandising and Product Development
Johnny Moricette · Family and Child Sciences
Lauren Christine Morrison · Family and Child Sciences
Chelsea Lauren Mortimer (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) · Retail Merchandising and Product Development
Alivia Patrice Murphy · Dietetics
Michelle Myara (CUM LAUDE) · Family and Child Sciences
Alexandria Leigh Newsome · Family and Child Sciences
Kaitlin M. Nicholson · Exercise Science and Biological Science and Psychology
Samantha Catelyn Noye (CUM LAUDE) · Family and Child Sciences
Jane A. Olenek · Family and Child Sciences
Brittany Bo Patterson · Family and Child Sciences
Tahirah Na’ilah Patterson · Family and Child Sciences
Stephanie Kimberly Pettis · Retail Merchandising and Product Development
Alexis Pineda (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) · Exercise Science
Jazlin Nechelle Pitts · Retail Merchandising and Product Development
Mary Paige Price · Exercise Science
Sarah Szanyi Pride · Family and Child Sciences
Sarah A. Purcell (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) · Dietetics
Krista R. Rand · Retail Merchandising and Product Development
Orly Reznik · Exercise Science
Jonathan A. Ricci · Exercise Science
Kaitlyn E. Rinhere · Dietetics
Odalys Rivero · Family and Child Sciences
Haley J. Roberts · Family and Child Sciences
Jarrod C. Robertson (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) · Exercise Science
Andraya Vienna Robinson · Human Sciences
Alexandria Rodriguez · Dietetics
Christopher Rodriguez · Exercise Science
Nicole M. Rodriguez · Exercise Science
Amanda Rose Rohan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) · Family and Child Sciences
Maria Gabriela Rojas · Retail Merchandising and Product Development
Amy Rachel Rosenweig · Retail Merchandising and Product Development
Amanda Caroline Russell · Dietetics
Brittany Vaughn Russell · Family and Child Sciences
Brett Walter Russi (CUM LAUDE) · Exercise Science
Christopher Drew Sackmann - Exercise Science
Danielle Christine Sanchez - Retail Merchandising and Product Development and Editing, Writing, and Media
Katherine Mary Sapp - Retail Merchandising and Product Development
Fatima L. Saxton-Thomas - Family and Child Sciences
Emily Ann Scamahorn - Exercise Science
Shelby Scott - Retail Merchandising and Product Development
Farroosh Shariati - Exercise Science
Aubrianna J. Shelton - Family and Child Sciences and Psychology
James William Sloan - Exercise Science
Cara Langston Snyder - Family and Child Sciences
Carmen Maria Somarriva - Dietetics
Marissa Ann Soutell - Retail Merchandising and Product Development
Jessica A. Sweet - Exercise Science
Christina M. Talley - Family and Child Sciences
Rosita M. Thaxton - Dietetics
Caroline M. Thomas - Retail Merchandising and Product Development
Abigail Elizabeth Thompson - Exercise Science
Rachel Lynn Thompson - Dietetics
Melissa Lyne Tolmich - Dietetics
Allison C. Torma (CUM LAUDE) - Family and Child Sciences
Kristina Marie Tullo - Family and Child Sciences
Vincent Cong Van - Exercise Science
Christopher John Vavrek - Dietetics
Shannon M. Wagner - Family and Child Sciences
Lindsey Marie Walsh - Family and Child Sciences
Shapheka N. Wedderburn - Exercise Science
Gregory Anton Williams - Merchandising
Regina Williams - Family and Child Sciences
Lucas Wilmer - Exercise Science
Wanessa K. Yajure - Retail Merchandising and Product Development
Zein Alexander Zaioud - Exercise Science
Susanna T. Zorn (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) - Exercise Science

Master of Science With Major In

Elizabeth Nichole Schmid - Nutrition and Food Science
María Del Carmen Vazquez - Nutrition and Food Science
Ying Zhang - Nutrition and Food Science

Doctor of Philosophy With Major In

Melissa G. Bolen - Marriage and Family Therapy
B.A., Augustana College
M.S., Northern Illinois University
Major Professor: Dr. Lenore McWey

"Understanding Correlates of Serious Female Adolescent Delinquency"

Yi-Tien Chen - Nutrition and Food Science
B.S., Tunghai University
M.S., Tunghai University
Major Professor: Dr. Yun-Hwa Peggy Hsieh

"Characterization of a 36 kDa Fish Protein and its Application to the Development of an Immunoassay for the Detection of Fish Muscle"

Zahra Ezzat Zadeh - Nutrition and Food Science
B.S., Shaheed Beheshti University
M.S., University of Calgary
Major Professor: Dr. Bahram H. Arjmandi

"The Underlying Mechanisms by which Estrogen Regulates Body Composition Including Bone and Muscle Mass"

Breanne E. Porter - Marriage and Family Therapy
B.A., Humboldt State University
M.A., Humboldt State University
Major Professor: Dr. Lenore McWey

"Longitudinal Analysis of Corporal Punishment Across Groups"

Paul Stephen Stanford - Marriage and Family Therapy
B.S., Texas A&M University
M.S., Nova Southeastern University
Major Professor: Dr. Kay Pasy

"Marriages After Infidelity: A Prospective Study"

Chelsey Lauren Baker (CUM LAUDE) - Sport Management
Tyler Matthew Branche - Sport Management
Michael Augustine Bray II - Social Sciences Education
Molly Ruth Bryant (CUM LAUDE) - Social Sciences Education
Cheryl L. Carroll - Elementary Education
Alexis Lauren Carswell - Visual Disabilities Studies
Jaclin Rachel Castany - Social Sciences Education
Bianka M. Charles - Social Sciences Education
Summer Beth Chester - Elementary Education
Jennifer Elyse Christo - Elementary Education
Rachel Elizabeth Coffey (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) - Exceptional Student Education
Lois Ellen Collins - Social Sciences Education
Jacob Lemuel Cookey - Social Sciences Education
Gina Michelle Corce - Social Sciences Education
Derek Tyler Crouch - Social Sciences Education
Benjamin Craig Davis - Social Sciences Education
Nathaniel Martin Dimura - Sport Management
Megan Joan Fitzgerald - Social Sciences Education
Stephanie Lynn Garrett - Elementary Education
Brooke Bryson Gilder - Elementary Education
Linda Michelle Good - Elementary Education
Natalie S. Guille - Elementary Education
Caneka Danyae Hammonds - Sport Management
Kedarius L. Harris - Sport Management
Corey Duane Hess - Sport Management
Derek Reed Jankowski - Sport Management
Mark Allen Jensen - Sport Management
Jerri Elizabeth Lydick - Elementary Education
Lauren Howell Markham - Elementary Education
Aubrey L. McClung-Ford - Elementary Education
Gary Steven Merians, Jr. - Sport Management
Chris Louis Meyers - Sport Management
Mark Andrew Moes - Sport Management
Victoria L. Montgomery - Visual Disabilities Studies
Ari M. Moore - Sport Management
Daniela Ocampo - Visual Disabilities Education
Holly Amber Owen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) - Elementary Education
Curt Allen Palermo - Social Sciences Education
Lindsey Scott Rehm (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) - Visual Disabilities Studies
Sarah K. Robbins - Elementary Education
Jacob T. Roberts - Social Sciences Education
Mariehi Ann Rosado - Visual Disabilities Studies
Viana R. Simpson - Sport Management
Abbey Rae Sutton - Sport Management
Lauren N. Thompson - Elementary Education
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Bachelor of Arts With Major In

Stacy Ann Ward - English Education
Bachelor of Science With Major In

Amanda N. Aiello (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) - Social Sciences Education

(Originally published on November 16, 2012)
Emily Lauren Voigt (CUM LAUDE) - Elementary Education
Alianne Segrest Watson - Elementary Education
Lydia M. Webster - Visual Disabilities Education
Kristin Ann Weinstock (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) - Elementary Education
Valerie Lorrin Wexler (CUM LAUDE) - Sport Management
Aaron Jesse Wieland - Social Sciences Education
Courtney A. Willis (CUM LAUDE) - Visual Disabilities Studies
Mary Katherine Wood - Elementary Education
Alejandro Zapata - Social Sciences Education

Master of Science
With Major In
Michael Wade Arnold - Performance Improvement and Human Resource Development
Muhammad Jawahir Bin Samuri - Instructional Systems
Robert Thomas Brabham - English Teaching
Benjamin L. Brayboy - Instructional Systems
John Mark Bryant - Educational Leadership/Administration
Deborah Elizabeth Buttmi - Educational Leadership/Administration
Eric Walter Camil, Jr. - Instructional Systems
Lakisha Monique Castillo - Special Education Studies
Shukree Alam Cha-Jua - Educational Policy Planning and Analysis
Melissa Nicole Charif - English Education
Zhevanda Jean Clark - Performance Improvement and Human Resource Development
Rachel Elizabeth Coffey - Exceptional Student Education
Matthew Roy Colman - Educational Leadership/Administration
Alexandra Marie Crawford - Visual Disabilities
Joshua Edward Crespi - Instructional Systems
Karina Elena Devick - Foreign and Second Language Teaching
Michael Derek Donahue - Mathematics Teaching
Kimberly Janice Facer - Performance Improvement and Human Resource Development
Christine Lyn Fiacco - Elementary Education
Kathryn Marie Filomio - Elementary Education
Nicole Jacqueline Fuqua - English Teaching
Federico Gabinieri - Sport Management
Katherine Anne Gannon - Instructional Systems
Katharine Swenson Garris - Elementary Education
Samuel Edward Gay - Sport Management
Rachel Lynn Gibson - Sport Management
Martin S. Goodwin - Instructional Systems
Ahmet Serhat Gozutok - Measurement and Statistics
Miquelle Latrell Hall - Foreign and Second Language Teaching
Whitney Cavin Harvey - Foreign and Second Language Teaching
Russell Thomas Hellein - Measurement and Statistics
Jennifer Kelly Helms - Social Science Teaching

Melanie Rachael Higgins - Visual Disabilities
Sarah Marie Huffman - Sport Management
Taylor Phillip Irvin - Sport Management
Laurie Lynne Joyce - Visual Disabilities
Kail John Kaiser - Sport Management
Bart Eugene Kennedy - Educational Leadership/Administration
Thomas E. Kester - Higher Education
Miaoa Kim - Early Childhood Education
Amanda Shelby Kirk - Elementary Education
Valerie Jean Kotke - Special Education Studies
Tingquan Li - Measurement and Statistics
Virginia Christine Lill - Sport Management
Angela Renee Madden - English Education
Francisca Butac Marshall - Open and Distance Learning
Manisha Maurya - Sociocultural and International Development Education
Tiffany Janea McCarty - Sport Management
Linda Ruth McConnell - Instructional Systems
Matthew Justin McHenry - Sport Management
Cailltin Jean McKeeown - Performance Improvement and Human Resource Development
Brandi M. McNulty - Visual Disabilities
Shanie Lynn Minis - Visual Disabilities
Elysia Lynne Moreland - Sport Management
Zeth H. Nolda - Special Education
rika Gandace Darcel Paul - Mathematics Teaching
Kaamalya Powell - Higher Education
Jessica Marie Price - Sports Psychology
Glenn Ronald Putnam III - Sport Management
Kaleigh A. Raifer - Sport Management
Scott Steven Rendos - Rehabilitation Counseling
Erin Virginia Rhodes - Sport Management
Sheana Rufus - Sport Management
Lyndsay Roberts Rushing - Visual Disabilities
Ekaterina Rybakova - English Education
Nathan Daniel Sahim - Sport Management
Kimberly Caine Salesses - Educational Leadership/Administration
Aaron Wayne Salz - Sport Management
Shelby Elaine Schwieiterman - English Teaching
Angel Marie Scruggs - Visual Disabilities
William Paul Shackelford - Sport Management
Casey Marie Short - Sport Management
Chantae Renee Smith - Visual Disabilities
Michaels D. Strozier - Sport Management
Genieah Star Swain - Educational Leadership/Administration
Ashley Christina Thomas - Sociocultural and International Development Education
Christine Ann Towler - Higher Education
Miray Varol - Foreign and Second Language Teaching
Andrea Beth Wallace - Visual Disabilities
Jing Wang - Sport Management
Song Wang - Sport Management
Sarah Ellen Whittington - Visual Disabilities
Russell Raashaad Williams - Educational Policy Planning and Analysis
Alexander Blake Wisdya - Sport Management
Jassy Yang - Measurement and Statistics

Specialist in Education With Major In
Travis Warren Broome - Educational Leadership/Administration
Nicole Brown - Educational Leadership/Administration
Braad Jay Gareuty - Sociocultural and International Development Education
Rebecca Ellen Grainger - Educational Leadership/Administration
Gayle Ellen Green - Educational Leadership/Administration
Sarah Tsitsi Mbiza - Rehabilitation Counseling
Aaron Michael Paquette - Educational Leadership/Administration
Amy Theresa Parnell - Educational Leadership/Administration
Tanja Menchion Roulshack - Reading Education/Language Arts

Doctor of Education With Major In
Tamaria L. Williams - Higher Education B.S., The Florida State University M.A., University of Central Florida Major Professor: Dr. Tamara Bertrand Jones
"Job Satisfaction of African American Female Faculty: The Role of Race and Gender"

Doctor of Philosophy With Major In
Dawn Noelle Bee - Early Childhood Education B.S., Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University M.S., The Florida State University Major Professor: Dr. Ithel Jones
"An Exploratory Study of Child Care Center Directors’ Response to Young Children’s Challenging Behavior and the Impact on Preschool Expansion"

Erin E. Clevenger - Counseling and School Psychology (Combined Program) B.A., New College of Florida M.A., University of West Georgia Major Professor: Dr. Steven Pfeiffer
"The Relation of Implicit Theory of Intelligence to Academic Motivation and Academic Outcomes"

Li Jin - Instructional Systems B.S., Beijing Normal University M.Ed., Kent State University Major Professor: Dr. Aubteen Darabi
"Example-Postings’ Effects on Online Discussion and Cognitive Load"

Anne Marie Mendenhall - Instructional Systems B.S., Utah State University M.S., Utah State University Major Professors: Dr. Tristan Johnson and Dr. James Klein
"Examining the Use of First Principles of Instruction by Instructional Designers in a Short-Term, High Volume, Rapid Production of Online K-12 Teacher Professional Development Modules"
“The Effect of Self-Talk on Attention Allocation, Perception of Effort, and Exercise Endurance”

Major Professor: Dr. Gershon Tenenbaum

School Psychology (Combined Program)

-Literature
-Language and Culture
-Media

"Motivation in High School Sport Athletes: A Structural Equation Model"

Major Professor: Dr. Robert Eklund

Informal Communities of Practice

-Media

"Diagnosis of Autism Spectrum Disorder"

Major Professor: Dr. Steven Pfieffer

-A Qualitative Examination of Factors Influencing Parents’ Decision Making Process when Choosing or Rejecting Recommended Services for their Child Following a Diagnosis of Autism Spectrum Disorder"

Kristin L. Zomermaand - Sports Psychology

B.A., Dordt College

M.A., John F. Kennedy University

Major Professor: Dr. Robert Eklund

"Motivation in High School Sport Athletes: A Structural Equation Model"
Austin M. Luce · History
Jonathan Robert Lyons · Humanities
Nichole Marie Lyons (CUM LAUDE) · Humanities
Andrew James MacFarlane - Literature
Terence Eliot Mangram - Japanese/Business
Julian Marcos · History
Aurieie Mathieu · Editing, Writing, and Media
Jhenell Matthews-Allison · Psychology and Creative Writing
Alicia M. McArdle · Editing, Writing, and Media
Lauren H. McLaughlin · Classical Civilizations
Cristina I. Melvin · Editing, Writing, and Media
Daniel Steven Menter · Editing, Writing, and Media
Christopher John Menz · History
Nicholas Manuel Mercado - Literature
Sarah J. Merrell (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) · Psychology and Literature
Sean Patrick Molloy · History
Amelia Terese Moore · Editing, Writing, and Media
Chelsea Quaint Moore (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) · Editing, Writing, and Media
Molly Beth Norman · Humanities
Ashley Elizabeth Nugent · Editing, Writing, and Media
Bridge Shea O'Brien · Literature
Cecelia O'Brien · History
Kendall Lara O'Brien (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) · Editing, Writing, and Media
Michelle Ashley O'Keefe · Literature and Philosophy
Patrick Aaron O'Neill · Editing, Writing, and Media
Danyelle J. Onoi · Classical Archaeology
Emily Kathryn Orr · History
James Andrew Padgett · History
Kallie Maria Papadimitriou · Philosophy
Zachary Charles Parker · Editing, Writing, and Media
Yasmin Eloise Parsloe · Editing, Writing, and Media
Elfrid Pati · Philosophy
Amber Nicole Peaden · History
Chase Vincent Pedersen · Environmental Science and Policy
Heather Amanda Peeples · Literature and Political Science
Javania N. Peoples · Literature
Forrest Clay Peterson · Creative Writing
Matthew Christopher Pierson (CUM LAUDE) · Literature
Anthony A. Popiel (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) · Literature
Brett Gregory Prince · Humanities
Olivia N. Pulver (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) · Creative Writing
Brian Kasmim Quintal · Philosophy
Mary Grace Rahm · Literature
Carly Chesser Ramsey · Women's Studies
Jocelyn Joy Rapp · Literature
Katharina Isabelle Reekmans · Creative Writing
Benjamin Kristopher Reimer · Philosophy
Shantey Nicole Robinson · Philosophy
Erica Christine Rodriguez · Literature
Autumn Danielle Rosenzweig · Editing, Writing, and Media
Daniela Haydee Sabillon · Creative Writing
Mary Kathryn Salario · Religion
Caroline L. Sams (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) · Editing, Writing, and Media
Jonathan David Sanders · Creative Writing
Eric J. Sarrantonio (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) · Creative Writing
Helen Elaine Sayers · History
Matthew J. Saylor · Creative Writing
Amanda L. Schadegg · History
Daniel E. Schellhorn · Classical Civilizations
Kristen Elizabeth Schleiter (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) · Literature
Maya E. Schuller (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) · Editing, Writing, and Media
Benjamin H. Sehi · Classical Civilizations
Alexandra Jordan Seligsohn (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) · Literature
Cyllib Elizabeth Shaffer · Editing, Writing, and Media
Timothy Jacob Shaffer · History
Krystal L. Sheppard · Editing, Writing, and Media
Shanae S. Simon · Editing, Writing, and Media
Kevin Smalley (CUM LAUDE) · Philosophy
Kevin Smalley (CUM LAUDE) · Creative Writing
Darnell Smith II · Literature
Melanie Kovaileski Solomon · Literature
Richard Juan Soto · History
Danice Nicole Stetson (CUM LAUDE) · Literature
Courtney Alene Stevens · Literature
Jonathan William Stoecker (CUM LAUDE) · Computer Science
William J. Stone · Creative Writing
Andrew B. Tanner · Editing, Writing, and Media
Blayze Mariah Trester · Creative Writing and Theatre
Chadwick Robert Thomas (CUM LAUDE) · History and Political Science
Christopher E. Tindal · Editing, Writing, and Media
Alexandra Justine Torres · Creative Writing
Bianca Danielle Urso · History
Michelle Elizabeth Vennett · Humanities
Erich Tyler Von Hinnen · History
Trenesse E. Wade · Creative Writing
Dean Robert Wagman · Humanities
Lauren E. Walz · History
Jeimece Michaela Ware · Creative Writing
Devon Allyn Warner · Psychology
Michael Peter Waylen · History and Geography
Isabeau Weaver · Psychology
Thomas C. Webb · Literature
Rachel Caitlin White · Editing, Writing, and Media
Dale Austin Wickstrum · Middle Eastern Studies
Gary Eugene Wilkerson, Jr. · Editing, Writing, and Media
Steven Curtis Wilkerson · Creative Writing
Austin Elizabeth Wilkes · Middle Eastern Studies
Julia Diane Will · Editing, Writing, and Media
Julia Marie Williams (CUM LAUDE) · Literature
Terrance Williams · Literature
Brianna D. Wilson (CUM LAUDE) · Literature
Jordon Lucile Wilson · Psychology
Emily Jordan Women · Religion
Michael Jorge Woods · Literature
Estefan Monir Yazgi · Editing, Writing, and Media
Jeffrey Alan Zawada, Jr. · History
Bachelor of Science
With Major In
Reem Ayman Aboulella - Biological Science
Carl J. Abrahams - Biological Science
Laura Beth Adler - Biological Science
Daniela Carolina Aguado - Biological Science
Kevin Corey Alayan - Biological Science
Jonathan E. Alcove (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) · Psychology
Jennifer A. Alexander - Biological Science
Tatiana Jacqueline Alvarez - Biological Science
Ryan Neal Arison - Psychology
Catherine Asistores - Biological Science
Brianna Lashonda Atkins - Psychology
Allison Marie Autrey (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) · Mathematics/FSU-Teach and Science or Mathematics Teaching/FSU Teach
Fernando E. Baez - Biological Science
Margaret Kaye Baker (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) · Psychology
Rachell Baldeon - Statistics
James Evan Barkdole - Statistics
Luis Felipe Barrera (WITH HONORS) · Physics and Applied and Computational Mathematics
Victoria Alejandro Barriga - Psychology
Gregory Scott Beaver, Jr. · Biological Science
Patricia Elizabeth Benitez - Biological Science
Karen Michelle Bemers · Physics and Astrophysics
Nicholas Thomas Berrios · Physics
Robert Brantley Billet (CUM LAUDE) · Mathematics
Alexander E. Blair · Biological Science
Beau Branson Bradley · Psychology and Philosophy
Elizabeth Susan Bradley · Mathematics and Chemical Science
Randall Kyle Branchcomb · Biological Science
Katherine A. Bronk · Psychology
Adam James Brown · Computer Crimeology · Computer Science
Jason Lloyd Buchanan - Physical Science
Chelsee Meredith Bucina - Psychology and Criminology
Breanne L. Burns · Biological Science
Michelle Dominic Burroughs · Mathematics/FSU-Teach and Science or Mathematics Teaching/FSU-Teach
Markietta But-A. Butler-Hill · Environmental Science
Danilo Antignani Caetano · Computer Crimeology · Computer Science
Dorothy L. Campbell · Biological Science and Psychology
Clarissa Scott Capers · Biological Science
Jaimee Margaret Carnett · Biological Science
Scott Austin Carr · Psychology
Daniel Paul Carter · Biological Science
Rebecca L. Carter · Psychology and Social Work
Carlos Castillo · Computer Science
Ixtah Daniela Castillo · Biological Science
Sebastian Herschel Chande · Computer Science
Matthew Kirkham Roberson Chapman · Environmental Science and Policy
Summar A. Chaudhry · Psychology
Nicholas J. Chiariello · Actuarial Science and Risk Management/Insurance
Andrea Aileen Chin-Yee · Psychology
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Jennifer Diandra Romero - Biological Science
Frank Joseph Romeo - Psychology
Kaitlin Elisabeth Roper - Psychology
Spencer Allan Rosenfield (WITH HONORS) - Physics and Astrophysics
Steven J. Rutkowski (MAQUA CUM LAUDE) - Computer Science
Rachel Marie Saef (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) - Psychology
Sara M. Safdari - Biological Science
Bianca M. Salvaggio (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) - Psychology
Carlos R. Sanchez (MAQUA CUM LAUDE) - Computer Science
Lucy Sammiguel - Psychology
Stephanie Nicole Santiago - Psychology
Kristin Elise Scarnio - Psychology
Jessica M. Schafer - Psychology
Frederic Hilton Schilling III - Psychology
Kalee Rae Schlabach (CUM LAUDE) - Psychology
Kaitlyn Marie Schlehr (CUM LAUDE) - Psychology
Patrick M. Scott - Psychology
Michael A. Sena - Computer Science
Roxanne Senechal (CUM LAUDE) - Biological Science
Thomas J. Shay - Chemical Science
Monique Sherree Sheffield - Psychology
Adrienne Joy Shepherd - Psychology
Rochelle Hayat Siddiq - Psychology
Michelle M. Sinkler (MAQUA CUM LAUDE) - Psychology
Randy Lee Simes, Jr. - Computer Science
Ashley Dee Suggs - Psychology
StarRo’s Mondrell Smith - Humanities
Jaclyn Deanna Sonin (CUM LAUDE) - Psychology
Jillian Marie Spencer - Psychology
Shannon Kathleen Stacklyn - Environmental Science
Catelyn Renee Steverson - Biological Science
Lauryn Alexis Suarez (MAQUA CUM LAUDE) - Psychology
Erika Julie Suco (CUM LAUDE) - Mathematics/FSU-Teach and Science or Mathematics Teaching/FSU-Teach
Matthew James Sumpter (WITH HONORS) - Physics
Kelli Nicole Sutherland - Biological Science
Joseph Lee Sweet - Computer Science
Criminology - Computer Science
David W. Thomas - Psychology
Jessica Renee Thomas - Psychology
Kelvin C. Thomas - Psychology and Social Work
Issa Toure - Actuarial Science
Vanessa Carolina Viera - Biological Science
Alison L. Walker - Biology/FSU-Teach and Science or Mathematics Teaching/FSU-Teach
Megan Victoria Warnock (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) - Psychology and Statistics
Sarah Kathryn Weakley - Psychology
Candace Morgan Wells - Psychology
Trevor Lee Wells - Environmental Science
Ilyssa Ronit West - Biological Science
Rebecca M. Whitehead - Psychology
Jarek R. Whiteside (CUM LAUDE) - Applied and Computational Mathematics
Andrew David Wilcox - Computer Science
Stephanie Nicole Williams - Biological Science
Shanique Shandeka Wilson - Biological Science
Jessica Marie Morris Winslow (CUM LAUDE) - Psychology
Amanda N. Woolsey - Biological Science
Stephen L. Yanes - Mathematics/FSU-Teach and Science or Mathematics Teaching/FSU-Teach
Zachary P. Yannes - Computer Science
Atanas I. Zahariev (MAQUA CUM LAUDE) - Psychology
Tyler J. Zenga (MAQUA CUM LAUDE) - Biological Science
Master of Arts
With Major In
Jennifer M. Amy - History
Jacklyn Anne Attaway - American Studies
Lori Chung - Religion
Jessica Lynn Gargrave - History
Andrew L. Gibbs - Religion
Holly Christine Jansen - History
Krista Elizabeth Laliberte - Literature
Eric H. Miller - History
Zena Suzanne Riley-Taylor - American Studies
Andrew Rowlands - History
Michael Alvin Seibert - Classical Archaeology
Rebecca Rae Shriner - History
Julia Baxter Toro - Classical Archaeology
Brian Anthony Wells - Classical Civilizations
Master of Fine Arts
With Major In
Lauren L. Fuselier - Creative Writing
Master of Science
With Major In
Sarah E. Ainsworth - Social Psychology
Hussein Al Ghou - Physics
Haleh Ashki - Computational Science
Eric Andrew Aspinwall - Statistics
Utsav Banerjee - Computer Science
Nathan Macquarie Banyai - Physics
Morgan Abigail Barry - Meteorology
Cory Allen Barton - Meteorology
Joseph M. Bauer - Meteorology
Chiu Hwa Cheng - Oceanography
Jessica Angeline Clopton - Biological Science
Richard Gibson Cosgrove - Computer Science
Brandon Stephen Daly - Meteorology
Brian Alan DeSanti II - Oceanography
Abhishek Deshpande - Computer Science
Diego Hernandez Diaz Martinez - Biomathematics
Amanda Marie Dossat - Psychobiology
Laura E. Driksane - Clinical Psychology
Rutger Jose Dungan - Physics
Michael Reed Ent, Jr. - Social Psychology
Jiaxin Feng - Meteorology
Nicholas Jay Forinash - Computational Science
Rui Gu - Computational Science
David Michael Guidry - Computer Science
Ciaran Edward Hannigan - Computer Science
Ryan Erick Honeyager - Meteorology
Steven Joseph Honeywell - Physics
Erin Lynn Johnson - Computer Science
Dawna Candice Jones - Financial Mathematics
Ashley Kaepplinger - Meteorology
Sarah Kim - Biomathematics
Christopher Adam Klich - Meteorology
Matthew A. Kolmann - Biological Science
Konstantinos Kountouriots - Physics
Quyen Tu Le - Physics
Matthew Daniel Lerner - Clinical Psychology
Liang Li - Computer Science
Mao Li - Biomathematics
Eric Brian Lieberman - Chemical Oceanography
Casey Alexander Lowman - Physical Chemistry
Jonathan Kurt Robert Ludwig - Physics
Kyle Austin Manning - Organic Chemistry
Max Robert Marchand - Meteorology
Leigh Ellen McLean - Developmental Psychology
Amanda Medley Raines - Clinical Psychology
Emily A. Montgomery - Chemistry
Christopher Eric Pedersen - Physics
Aaron David Preston - Meteorology
Hrishikesh Pundlik - Computer Science
Jamie Marie Quinn - Developmental Psychology
Robert Carlisle Rainey - Statistics
Rajat Raychaudhuri - Computer Science
Antonio Giuseppe Riggi - Meteorology
Melissa L. Rohal - Biological Oceanography
Priyashree Roy - Physics
Gerald S. Runton II - Computer Science
Jennifer Leigh Schellinger - Biological Science
Elham Sedigh - Computer Science
Sevgi Sengul - Biomathematics
Yunyi Shen - Mathematics
Melissa Anne Shepherd - Social Psychology
William Ross Shepherd - Biostatistics
Kyle Adam Stark - Computer Science
Deltenia Karolovinna Stoyanov - Information Security
William Falcon Street - Computer Science
Dean Stuart Struemper - Science Teaching
Dong Sun - Applied and Computational Mathematics
Mollie Anne Taylor - Biological Science
Elizabeth L. Tighe - Cognitive Psychology
Grayum Michael Vickers - Meteorology
Travis Connor Visco - Meteorology
Dayma LeeAnn Wasmund-Nault - Aquatic Environmental Sciences
Linlin Xu - Financial Mathematics
Andrew Stephen Young - Computational Science
Yingjie Yu - Analytical Chemistry
Christopher Paul Zeoli - Physics
Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In
Emilola J. Abayomi - Biostatistics
B.A., Albany State University
M.S., The Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Daniel McGee
"The Relationship Between Body Mass and Blood Pressure in Diverse Populations"
Cerese Marie Albers - Meteorology
B.S., The Florida State University
B.S., The Florida State University
Major Professors: Dr. T. N. Krishnamurti and Dr. Guosheng Liu
"Numerical Simulations for the deployment of NASA Research Instrumentation in Hurricane Environments"
Zahra M. Alghoul · Analytical Chemistry
B.S., The Lebanese University
Major Professor: Professor John G. Dorsey
"Characterization of the Solvation Properties of Subcritical Water and its Application as a Mobile Phase in Reversed-Phase Liquid Chromatography"

Joye C. Anestis · Clinical Psychology
B.A., Millsaps College
M.S., The Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Joyce Carbonell
"Stopping the Revolving Door: The Efficacy of a Mental Health Court in Reducing Recidivism Among Mentally Ill Offenders"

James R. Broucek · Religion
B.A., The Florida State University
M.A., The Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. John Kelsey
"The Controversy of Shaykh 'Ali 'Abd al-Raziq"

Amanda L. Buchanan · Biological Science
B.A., University of Oregon
Major Professors: Dr. Brian Inouye and Dr. Nora Underwood
"Plant Responses to the Joint Effects of Herbivores and Pollinators"

John M. Carpenter · Philosophy
B.S., University of Wisconsin
M.A., The Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Russell Dancy
"Remedying Some Defects in the History of Analyticity"

Samidh Chatterjee · Computer Science
B.Tech., University of Calcutta
M.Sc., University of Windsor, Canada
Major Professor: Dr. Piyush Kumar
"Experimental Approaches to Computational Geometric and Statistical Machine Translation Problems"

Jennifer Lynn Coor · Geology
B.S., Coastal Carolina University
Major Professor: Dr. Joseph Donoghue
"Coastal Lake Paleoclimate Records: Late Quaternary Paleostorm Chronology for the Northeastern Gulf of Mexico Coast"

Jane Elizabeth Corbett · Chemical Oceanography
B.S., Purdue University
Major Prof: Dr. Jeffrey Chanton
"DOC Reactivity in a Northern Minnesota Peatland"

Albert William Crescioni · Social Psychology
B.S., Louisiana State University
M.S., The Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Joyce Ehringer
"The Frayed Edges of Willpower: Perceptions of Stress Impair Self-Regulatory Performance"

Oindrila Das · Geology
B.S., University of Calcutta
Major Professor: Dr. Yang Wang
"Application of Organic Geochemical Proxies in the Environment"

Stephanie L. Day · Developmental Psychology
B.S., The Florida State University
M.S., The Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Carol Connor
"Self-Regulation and Academic Achievement in Elementary School"

Sarah Marie Diesburg · Computer Science
B.S., University of Northern Iowa
M.S., The Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. An-I Andy
"Per-file Full-data-path Secure Deletion for Electronic Storage"

Jun Dong · Geophysical Fluid Dynamics
B.S., Ocean University of Qingdao
Major Professor: Dr. Kevin Speer
"Water Mass Exchange between the Weddell Gyre and the Antarctic Circumpolar Current"

Albert Dorsey, Jr. · History
B.A., San Diego State University
M.A., The Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Maxine D. Jones
"Vicksburg's Troubles: Black Participation in the Body Politic and Landownership in the Age of Redeemer Violence, 1870-1874"

Paul William Dunk · Inorganic Chemistry
B.S., The Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Harold Kroto
"Formation and Growth of Nanocarbon: Fullerenes, Metallofullerenes, and Heterofullerenes"

Cindy Thanh Truc Duong · Analytical Chemistry
B.S., University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Major Professor: Dr. Michael G. Roper
"Development and Optimization of Microfluidic Devices for the Study of Free Fatty Acids"

Tingting Fang · Mathematics
B.S., Luoyang Normal University
M.S., Southwest Jiaotong University
M.S., The Florida State University
Major Professor: Professor Mark van Hoeij
"Solving Linear Differential Equations in Terms of Hypergeometric Functions by 2-Descent"

Sanhita Ghosh · Physics
B.S., Presidency College Kolkata
M.S., Indian Institute of Technology
Major Professor: Dr. Stephen Hill
"A Study of Rare-Earth Magnetism Through Spectroscopic Studies of Lanthanide-Based Single Crystals"

Christopher W. Griffin · History
B.A., The Florida State University
M.A., The Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Jonathan Grant
"Veteran's at War: The American Legion and the Homefront Mobilization in World War II"

Jeffrey David Haas · Physics
B.S., San Francisco State University
M.S., The Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Harrison B. Prosper
"Search for Contact Interactions using Inclusive Jet Events in pp Collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV"

Haifa H. Hariri · Analytical Chemistry
B.S., Lebanese University
Major Professor: Dr. Joseph B. Schlenoff
"Polyelectrolyte Complexes and Multilayers: Establishing Structure-Property Relations for Bioapplications"

Annya Hernandez · Clinical Psychology
B.A., Harvard University
M.S., The Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Natalie Sachs-Ericsson
"Depressive Symptoms and Caregiver Burden Among Older Adult Hispanic Caregivers: The Contributing Role of Acculturation"

Trang Thi Kieu Hoang · Physics
B.S., Vietnam National University
M.S., The Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Susan Blessing
"Measurement of the Muon Charge Asymmetry in ppbar -> W + X -> $\mu\nu + X$ events using the D0 detector"

Tania I. Houjeiry · Organic Chemistry
B.S., Lebanese University
M.S., American University of Beirut
Major Professor: Dr. D. Tyler McQuade
"A Journey in Research and Teaching: From Studying the Synthesis of Optically Active 2-Substituted 4-Cyclohexenones to Applying the Seven Principles for Good Practice in Teaching Undergraduate Organic Chemistry"

Wei Hu · Computer Science
B.S., Huazhong University of Science and Technology
M.S., Huazhong University of Science and Technology
Major Professor: Dr. Zhenghao Zhang
"Practical Opportunistic Routing in Wireless Mesh Networks"

Jung Min Hwang · Physics
B.S., Yonsei University
Major Professors: Dr. Eun Sang Choi and Dr. Pedro Schlottmann
"Magnetoelastic and Multiferroic Properties in Layered 3d Transition Metal Oxides"

Charles Imbriani · Humanities
B.A., The Florida State University
M.A., The Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Peter P. Garretson
"Civilian Involvement in the 1990-91 Gulf War Through The Civil Reserve Air Fleet"

Zulma a. Jiménez · Physical Chemistry
B.S., Universidad Nacional de Colombia
M.S., The University of Southern Mississippi
Major Professor: Dr. Oliver Steinbock
"Dynamical Behavior of Scroll Rings in the Presence of Heterogeneities in the Belousov-Zhabotinsky Excitable Medium"

Erica R. Johnson · History
B.A., University of Central Oklahoma
M.A., The University of Texas at Arlington
Major Professor: Dr. Rafe Blaufarb
"The Revolution from Within: Abolitionists and the Revolution in Saint-Domingue"
Patricia Thatcher Kantor - Developmental Psychology
B.S., The Florida State University
M.A., University of Central Florida
M.S., The Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Richard Wagner
*Development of Writing: Key Components of Written Language*

Sarah Lee Kershaw - Developmental Psychology
B.S., The Florida State University
M.S., The Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Christopher Schatschneider
*Exploring the Impact of Text Structures on Reading Comprehension*

Tania N. Kim - Biological Science
B.S., McGill University
M.S., University of Florida
Major Professor: Dr. Nora Underwood
*Community-Level Consequences of Plant-Herbivore Interactions*

Younghee Kim - Physics
B.S., Konkuk University
Major Professors: Dr. Dmitry Smirnov and Dr. James S. Brooks
*Magneto-RAMAN Spectroscopy of Graphene and Graphite: Probing Electronic Structure and Electron-Phonon Interaction*

Ali M. Lehaf - Analytical Chemistry
B.S., Lebanese University
Major Professor: Dr. Joseph Schlenoff
*Coatings from Polyelectrolytes: Fundamentals of Build-Up and Control over Mechanical Properties for Bioapplications*

Dan Li - Mathematics
B.S., Donghua University
M.S., Fudan University
M.S., The Florida State University
Major Professors: Professor Paolo Aluffi and Professor Matilde Marcolli
*Periods and Motives: Applications in Mathematical Physics*

King Pan Campion Loong - Physics
B.S., The Chinese University of Hong Kong
M.S., The Florida State University
Major Professors: Dr. P. Bryant Chase and Dr. Peng Xiong
*Flexibility of Human Cardiac α-Tropomyosin: Implications in Familial Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy*

Steven A. Lovasz - French
B.A., DePaul University
Major Professor: Dr. Alec Hargreaves
*The Malgrets-elles of Moselle*

Rabih Mohammad Makki - Physical Chemistry
Maitrise, Lebanese University
M.S., American University of Beirut
Major Professor: Dr. Oliver Steinbock
*Controlling the Nanoscopic and Macroscopic Properties of Inorganic Tubes: Towards Advanced Applications in Materials Science*

Steven Patrick McFarlane - Philosophy
B.A., University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire
M.A., Northern Illinois University
Major Professor: Dr. David McNaughton
*Can Value Properties Earn Their Keep? The Metaphysics of Value*

Darren C. McGlinchey - Physics
B.S., Ursinus College
M.S., The Florida State University
Major Professors: Dr. Anthony Frawley and Dr. Paul Eugenio
*Cold Nuclear Matter Effects on J/psi->γγ and ψ'->γγ Production in d+Au Collisions at 200 GeV*

Jennifer C. Misuraca - Physics
B.S., University of Massachusetts Amherst
M.S., The Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Stephan von Molnár
*Investigation of Spin Transport and Accumulation in Aluminum Gallium Arsenide*

Joseph Patrick Mitchell - Physics
B.S., Southern Illinois University Carbondale
M.S., The Florida State University
Major Professors: Dr. Peter A. Hoeflich and Dr. Grigory Rogachev
*Thermoneutral Flashes on H/He Acrating CO White Dwarfs and Radioactive Nuclear Physics*

Mamdouh Salem Mohamed - Computational Science (Material Science)
B.S., Cairo University
M.S., Cairo University
Major Professor: Professor Anter El-Azab
*Computational Modeling of Elastic Fields in Dislocation Dynamics*

Azita S. Osanloo - Creative Writing
B.A., Oberlin College
M.F.A., The University of Montana-Missoula
Major Professor: Professor Mark D. Winegardner
*Ways to Kill Babies: A Novel*

Lindsey N. Phillips - Literature
B.A., Georgia Southwestern State University
M.A., The Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Susan C. Ward
*Edible Economies and Tasteful Rhetoric: Diet in the Transatlantic World during the Long Eighteenth Century*

Daniel Thomas Robinson - Mathematics
B.S., University of North Carolina at Asheville
M.A., The Florida State University
Major Professor: Professor Eric Klassen
*Functional Analysis and Partial Matching in the Square Root Velocity Framework*

Mukesh Satyaprakash Saini - Physics
B.S., Kishinchand Chellaram College
M.S., The Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Paul M. Eugenio
*Search for Strangeonia in Photoproduction using CLAS*

Samiparna Samanta - History
B.A., University of Calcutta
M.A., The Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Frederick Davis
*Cruelty Contested: The British, Bengalis, and Animals in Colonial Bengal, 1850-1920*

Benjamin A. Schenkel - Meteorology
B.S., Northwestern University
M.S., The Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Robert Hart
*An Analysis of the Climate Role of Western North Pacific Tropical Cyclones within the Tropics*

Xiaoyan Shi - Physics
B.S., Northwest University, Xian
M.S., Nanjing University
Major Professors: Dr. Dragana Popovic and Dr. Peng Xiong
*Magnetotransport Properties in Underdoped High Tc Superconductors*

Matthew Thomas Small - Computer Science
B.S., University of South Florida
Major Professor: Dr. Xin Yuan
*Optimizing MPI Point-to-Point Communication Performance on RDMA-enabled SMP-CMP Clusters*

Brooke Soden-Hensler - Cognitive B.A., Pacific Lutheran University
M.S., The Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Christopher Schatschneider
*An Examination of Gene x Socioeconomic Status Interactions for Reading Achievement*

Artrease LeAnna Spann - Physical Chemistry
B.S., Spelman College
M.S., Georgia Institute of Technology
Major Professor: Dr. Harold Kroto
*The Fabrication of Self-Healing Cellulose Triacetate Polymer Composites and Dicyclopentadine Polymeric Foam*

Brian J. Spiesman - Biological Science
B.S., Portland State University
M.S., University of Florida
Major Professor: Dr. Brian Inouye
*The Effects of Landscape Structure on Biodiversity, Network Architecture, and Ecosystem Function*

Eden Steven - Physics
B.S., University of Wisconsin
Major Professor: Dr. James S. Brooks
*Physical Properties of Organic and Inorganic Materials: Fundamentals and Applications*

Amanda Maaza Tazz - Biological Oceanography
B.S., Florida International University
B.S., The Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Jeffrey Chanton
*Isotopic Characteristics of Methane Obtained from Hypersaline Environments*
Robert E. Throckmorton - Physics  
B.S., The Florida State University  
M.S., The Florida State University  
Major Professor: Dr. Oskar Vafek  
"Nuclear Magnetic Resonance in Optimally-Doped YBCO and the Electronic Phases of Graphene"

Seth Brady Tucker - Creative Writing  
B.A., San Francisco State University  
M.A., Northern Arizona University  
Major Professor: Professor Mark D. Winegardner  
"Mormon Boy"

Erin Sparks Ward - Social Psychology  
B.A., University of Chicago  
M.S., The Florida State University  
Major Professor: Dr. Joyce Ehrlinger  
"Imagining is Believing: Locus of Control Orientation Determines the Impact that Mere Imaginings about the Future Have on Judgments of Other People"

James Michael Watts - Physical Organic Chemistry  
B.S., Spring Hill College  
Major Professor: Dr. Edwin F. Hilinski  
"Tethered Systems for the Study of Higher-Order Charge-Transfer Complexes"

John L. Williams, Jr. - Biological Science  
B.S., Albany State University  
Major Professor: Dr. Bryant Chase  
"Identifying Mechanisms of Thin Filament Activation in Cardiac Muscle Contraction: The Effects of Myosin Cross-Bridges"

Daria J. Willis - History  
B.A., Florida A&M University  
M.A., Florida A&M University  
Major Professor: Dr. Maxine D. Jones  
"The Life and Times of Adella Hunt Logan: Educator, Mother, Wife, and Suffragist, 1863-1915"

Hao Wu - Physics  
B.S., University of Science and Technology China  
M.S., The Florida State University  
Major Professor: Dr. Bernd A. Berg  
"Deconfinement Transition in Equilibrium Lattice Gauge Theory with Realistic Boundary Conditions"

Wei Xiong - Creative Writing  
B.S., Ohio University Main Campus  
M.A., Miami University  
Major Professor: Professor Mark D. Winegardner  
"High Test: A Collection of Short Stories"